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ABSTRACT
Double dispersion relations are derived for two cases:
The first is scattering by an energy dependent boundary con-
dition on the wave function at a fixed boundary radius, with-
out an external potential; the second is that of scattering
by an energy dependent boundary condition with a superposition
of Yukawa potentials outside of the boundary.
In the former case, sufficient conditions for the uni-
form convergence of the partial wave sum, analytically con-
tinued to complex values of energy and momentum transfer have
been derived and verified for the model. The behavior of the
total scattering amplitude, for complex values of energy and
momentum transfer approaching infinity, has been investigated
by use of saddle point techniques, with the result that the
amplitude has an energy dependent essential singularity at
infinity in momentum transfer. The behavior in the energy plane
gives rise to one subtraction in the corresponding dispersion
relation.
The latter case of a superposition of Yukawa potentials
outside of the boundary cannot be treated by the same methods
since the uniform convergence of the partial wave sum is re-
stricted to the small Lehmann ellipse. The Regge techniques
of employing the Watson transform on the total scattering amp-
litude in order to analytically continue to complex energy and
momentum transfer have been employed, with the result that the
analytic properties of the model have been obtained in the
finite complex energy and momentum transfer planes. Our inabil-
ity to complete the Watson transform parallel to the imaginary
I axis results in our inability to extract the standard Regge
behavior in momentum transfer. Instead, an essential singular-
ity again results at infinity. The double dispersion relation
is similar to that of the pure BCM case, except for an addit-
ional branch cut in the momentum transfer variable.
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Introduction
In recent years quantum scattering theory has acquired
new tools to help interpret the results of scattering exper-
iments. One of these is the Mandelstam representation, a
double integral representation for the scattering amplitude
as a function of energy and momentum transfer. For the case
of scattering by a superposition of Yukawa potentials, sug-
from field theory, Goldberger et al. 11) gave the first proof
of the representation.
Without proof, the representation had been assumed to
hold in the relativistic theory, 2 ,3, where along with unit-
arity it could be used as the basis of a dynamical theory
of strong interactions.
The boundary condition model (BCM) of strong inter-
actions is a phenomenological tool for the representation of
the interaction between two elementary particles. Briefly,
the model divides the region of interaction into two domains.
In the region where the particles are far apart, the interact-
ion is described by a static or comparatively non-static
potential. The short range part of the interaction is repre-
sented by an energy dependent boundary condition on the radial
wave function /z( 1 'L) , operating at a fixed interparticle dist-
ance c . For an uncoupled state, the boundary condition
takes the form of a linear relation between the value and the
radial derivative of the wave function at the surface y1 c :
The commonly employed hard core plus potential model
is an example of the boundary condition model.
The model has been exploited most extensively for the
discussion of the nucleon-nucleon interaction. In this area
it was first used in a simplified form in which the long range
potential was omitted to provide a formulation of the effective
range theory for the 'A nucleon-nucleon state. Again, with
no interaction in the external region ,n 'oA- , the model was
utilized to give a comprehensive description of the data then
available up to 300 MeV in the laboratory system."'(Recently,
the extensive data which has since been obtained, has been
analysed with the boundary condition model employing potentials
(-7)
in the external region. The use of potential tails suggested
by field theory has lead to a remarkably good fit of the data.
Also, the successful application of the BCM to other strong
interactions, ( rr-'7T ), ( ~1-" ), and ( < I ) has been
made in a series of papers.' 1' 10
It is apparent that the model is more than a phenomen-
ological tool, and that its physical significance and relation-
ship to a more fundamental theory merit investigation.
Since the Mandelstam representation is used without proof
in the domain of field theory, it seems interesting to inquire
whether the boundary condition model admits a Mandelstam
representation.
The Goldberger et al. proof for the Mandelstam represent-
ation was based on a perturbation expansion of the T-matrix
equation, but the method left unresolved the question of the
number of subtractions needed for the dispersion relation in
the momentum transfer variable. The simplest assumption was
that the scattering amplitude approached zero for large mom-
entum transfers. However, this was shown to be inconsistent
with unitarity in the presence of bound states. Assuming that
the growth was no worse than some power of the momentum trans-
fer, f"O , where in order not to violate unitarity - had
to be at least as large as the largest angular momentum appear-
ing in the bound states, Goldberger et al, derived the follow-
ing Mandelstam representation for the scattering amplitude
generated by a superposition of Yukawa potentials:
(1,2) f xt -AJ
f it s 1Y§
I is the energy and / is the momentumIn (I.* 3)
transfer. ((;/) is the Born approximation to F(Y,) , which
is just the Fourier transform of the potential (1.2). >I)
are the residues of (5I) at the bound state energies a
()(/ and ) are related to 95by
and is the derivative of evaluated
at = o .
The unitarity condition
( '5) L
combined with (1.3) gives rise to an integral equation
for
(1I.6 ) (JC,Y A~y 4 Q~ 's~~
c-s f 1s L)
/L )
where in the following i eos th  s tep func tion:
For / , f6s t) vanishes below a curve in the 5,
plane. The curve is determined by the first term on the right
side of (1.6), which we notice is the second Born approximation.
This term is non-vanishing when /<(55 J /,'),and leads to the
condition
(1.8)
The second and third terms on the right side of (1.6)
contribute to f(1) only in a region entirely inside that de-
termined by (1.8). Therefore, for the A1dO case, one can in
principle construct (5,t) in a sequence of well defined steps.
(1.6) determines an absolute minimum value of ; (below
which ((S,I) vanishes) given by £(/<M . The second term in (1.6)
contributes to (2(s only in the region where /c(5t;
This describes a boundary curve asymptotic to fr 'AG (small s)
and jf' i (large s). The third term in (1.6) contributes only
above a curve asymptotic to ; (small s) and fx /CA
(large s). So there is a finite region in the s,t plane where
e(3f) is given exactly by the second Born approximation.
It is clear then that knowing (s/) in this region en-
ables us to construct f()1) in a still larger region by sub-
stituting into the second term of (1.6) and integrating over
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the region where f(Y/I) is exactly known. In this manner, one
can fill out the whole _, J plane and express J(sJ) as a sequ-
ence of polynomials in a parameter 7 which expresses the
number of times the potential enters in each term. In any fin-
ite region of the allowed 5- / plane (s,) is given exactly by
a polynomial in I of finite degree. The degree increases as
the region moves out to infinity.
For /q. , P(5,t will be different from zero in the
entire first quadrant of the S, I plane and the above proced-
ure breaks down.
In the case of no bound states, where the assumption
('1.9 ) Jx f (s-,I -)
is at least consistent with unitarity, the Mandelstam
representation becomes:
(I.10) /'(4
In this case, since unitarity has determined {{2'5,
4 ) can be calculated, and the S6hroedinger equation has
been replaced.
In the presence of bound states, (f), S , and
must be determined in order for one to calculate frif) from
12
(1.6). The determination of these quantities is also discuss-
ed by Goldberger et. al.
Investigating, T. Regge introduced the idea of complex
angular momentum into the scattering formalism, with the prim-
ary aim of resolving the ambiguity regarding the behavior of
the amplitude for large momentum transfers. '? Additionally,
it turned out that Regge could rederive the Mandelstam repre-
sentation (1.3), for the superposition of Yukawa potentials
case, by use of the new complex angular momentum techniques.
Whereas it used to be common practice to resolve scatter-
ing (or production) amplitudes into infinite series of con-
tributions from each of the discrete, physically possible,
angular momentum states, Regge found it useful to introduce
an interpolation between quantized states so as to make the
amplitude a function of complex angular momentum 1.
Instead of discussing the energy dependence of each of
the partial wave amplitudes, for physical values of 1, Regge
found it advantageous to discuss the amplitude as an analytic
function of energy and angular momentum, and specifically to
consider its singularities in the complex 1 plane as functions
of energy. He was able to associate bound states with those
poles of the partial wave amplitude located, for negative
energy, at real integer 1; and resonances for those poles
located, for positive energy, in the first quadrant of the
complex 1 plane close to the real 1 axis.
Furthermore, Regge showed that the momentum transfer
13
behavior of the total amplitude at infinity was determined
by the location of the Regge poles. With the help of the
Watson-Sommerfeld transformation, Regge converted the partial
wave series into a contour integral around the real 1 axis.
He then deformed the contour to the imaginary 1 axis to ob.
tain a new representation for the scattering amplitude, con-
sisting of an integral along the imaginary 1 axis plus a sum
over the Regge pole terms encountered in the deformation:
(1..1 fQ-c~9 11- 6 (' w - ( ~ ( , /? /( 4 ( Z
(I.11 Y e
where /0 are the residues of 5y/Ic) at f= )
For large a- (equivalent to large momentum transfer)
the background integral in (I.11), varying as £ , approaches
zero, and the amplitude becomes
(1.12)
4 -'?~
where the pole of f§I) rarthest to the right (labelled
,(/<) ) in the right half complex 1 plane dominates the sum.
For (I.11) to hold, it is important that the number of poles
to the right of kff b>- be finite, which in turn implies the
existence of a leading pole.
Subsequently, investigations were carried out to deter-
14
mine whether the Watson- Sommerfeld transformation and Mandel-
stam representation held for other scattering models. Berendt "4
and Brander"'discussed the polology of the hard core. They de-
termined that there exists an infinite number of poles on the
right, for Y(< , so that (I.12) wouldn't hold. For a square
well potential Barut and Calogero showed that the Watson
transform could not be deformed parallel to the imaginary 1
axis since S/e) approached infinity, for 1 approaching infin-
ity along the negative imaginary 1 axis. Nussenzveig has in-
vestigated the behavior of the total amplitude in the cases
of a hard core and that of a cutoff potential; he has found,
for both cases, an energy dependent essential singularity for
the total amplitude in the momentum transfer variable. He show-
ed that the double dispersion relations that then followed
were, where 6
(I.14) ~ )- 
-6
e/174) /*lr/4L 4L fj {
O0;,Y 1),[11&Af&sl44~Of~ %56
5~'-Ir
174~1
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In the present investigation, we will treat separately
the respective cases of scattering by an energy dependent
boundary condition on the wave function at a fixed boundary
radius, without an external potential; and that of scattering
by an energy dependent boundary condition on the wave function
at a fixed boundary radius, with a superposition of Yukawa
potentials outside of the boundary.
In the former case the necessary analytic properties of
the total amplitude will be derived by our investigation of the
uniform convergence of the partial wave expansion in the non-
physical regions of the variables. Sufficient conditions for
the uniform convergence of the partial wave sum are postulated
for -() and are then verified for the model. The asymptot-
ic properties of the total scattering amplitude for large
energy and momentum transfer are investigated. The asymptotic
behavior in energy leads, as in the hard core case, to a single
subtraction in the corresponding dispersion.
In the momentum transfer variable, the asymptotic behav-
ior is more complicated. Saddle point techniques allow us to
obtain an energy dependent essential singularity at infinity
in momentum transfer. The corresponding double dispersion
relation turns out to differ from the usual kind postulated
by Mandelstam, but similar to the haid core and cutoff poten-
tial cases, in that exponential factors appear in the integrand
due to the essential singularity at infinity in momentum trans-
fer. Also, as in the hard core and cutoff potential cases, the
the integral in the energy variable is understood as a limit,
as interchange of the order of integration is not allowed due
to the non-uniformity of the asymptotic behavior in momentum
transfer for the energy approaching infinity.
Unitarity, combined with the double dispersion relation
again yields a non-linear integral equation for the weight
function Im -ky4. However, the iterative solution proposed by
Mandelstam and applied to the case of a superposition of Yukawa
potentials cannot be employed here, since the weight function
differs from zero in the entire first quadrant of the energy-
momentum transfer plane.
In the latter case of a superposition of Yukawa potentials
outsude of the boundary radius, the domain of uniform conver-
gence of the partial wave sum is limited to the so-called
small Lehmann ellipse, and in order to analytically continue
the amplitude to larger regions of non-physical values of
energy and momentum transfer, we employ the Watson-Sommerfeld
transformation on the partial wave series. In doing so, we
encounter Regge poles for the model. The study of their number
and positions, lead us to the conclusion that momentum trans-
fer behavior of the total amplitude at infinity cannot be ex-
tracted from a leading Regge pole, as we are unable to deform
the contour parallel to the imaginary 1 axis. Again, an essen-
tial singularity in momentum transfer results for the total
amplitude. The corresponding double dispersion relation is
similar to that of the pure BCM case, except for an additional
17
"potential" branch cut in the momentum transfer variable,
which is due to the presence of the superposition of Yukawa
potentials outside of the boundary radius.
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Chapter 1 The Mandelstam Representation for the pure
Boundary Condition Model Case
a) Analytic Properties of 5(f /')
The scattering amplitude of two spinless particles
expressed as a function of the wave number K , and the momen-
tum transfer kZ-, is conventionally expressed by the
partial wave expansion
(1) Ek, 0( *!7
which holds, for example, for spherically symmetric potent-
ials which fall off faster than $ . In the case of the pure
Boundary Condition Model, we shall use the right side of (1)
to define the analytic properties of the left side of (1) for
for complex values of /< and ' . Formally speaking, we shall
analytically continue from real physical values of /< and
T to non- physical and complex values of /< and T by
means of the right side of (1). The method of deriving a
double dispersion relation for (7' then consists of the
following: We first first determine the analytic properties
of 'cT) as a function of complex 1( and complex T ; then
we determine the behavior of (<?/ for 1<(" and for +T/->eP.
We begin with
(2) 5-
U
-~ - - - U
where the boundary condition F<) and (-2oare related by
(3) -v<) X3( -- g
-{7\/<) in7g(/s) - /3 Mk
where /3:(<& , a- is the core radius f>L , and PV ,J 9 M) 9, /(A/,
and/r'(/3) are respectively, the spherical Bessel and Neumann
functions and their derivatives with respect to /3 . Also ej
is the boundary condition imposed upon the logarithmic deriv-
ative of the radial wave funtion,16(/</1). It is given by
(4)/(he1
f /UfljkA)
,1 &
Substituting (3) into (2), we get after simplification
(5) 9 jK~2 - ( - rf()
where 4,() is the spherical Hankel function of the first
kind defined by (A (4
The restrictions on < lead us to consider an /(C of
the form e
(6>) Fa>=I _ *'(2
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where C , , and /§ are real, independent of k ,
, and §/L converges. Note that 50's has a finite
number of simple poles along the real 1< axis. Substituting
(6) into (5), we get after simplification
Now let us denote by 1 the real (< axis
by f the upper half K plane
by the union of andZI
From (7) , we have that .0<-/ is analytic in L., except
for poles that arise from the vanishing of the bracteted term
in the denominator. Note that poles don't arise in J from the
(z-3)
zeros of /,() , since all of them lie in the lower half A plane.
So setting the bracketed term equal to zero, we get
(8) C
4,()
Since 4wis expressible in the form
( w) h / ) s a3
where.2 O) is a polynomial of order /in 13 we have
(LQ - )4(10)
966
where , (3) is a polynomial of order // .
In order to determine the number of poles of 4) in the
upper half plane, we therefore consider the function
(11) ~ C 2
A~I
- A, /4j9'(4~/
and using the principle of the argument theorem, we have
(12) - A'-!
2
'6 '4 /2' ?,(/)
where A/ is the number of zeros and /2 is the number of
poles of P/ within the contour C/ in the /3 plane. Picking
C' to be a very large circle of radius /R , we see that the
change in the argument approaches 2& as /2- , so that
(13) /t -
Also since there are li from , and J poles from
, , we have
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so that the number of poles of 5jU in the entire /<
plane is given by (14). However, for each , the number
of zeros of R,(/) in X- K70 will in general depend upon C ,
A , and /<, , so that the number of poles in : is
bounded by 24+ . Since there are Z,-f-il poles of 5,(k)
in the entire Ar plane, the total amplitude -?A/ T) therefore
has an infinite number of poles, as the total amplitude is
obtained by an infinite sum over . However, we shall see
in Section c), that in , there are only a finite number of
poles oF ,(k) .
Later, when we do a Regge pole analysis of the model,
it will turn out that all the poles in 37 lie on the imag-
inary axis. LSee the discussion following eq. 138] This is also
shown in the Feshbach and Lomon paper. If the poles are simple,
that is if D. V&#o, when '')=o , then the residues can be
evaluated simply. It will turn out to be the case that the
arbitrary parameters /i , c , /- , at our disposal can be
adjusted to make the poles simple for all f . A Regge pole
analysis will also show us that this is the case. [See eq. 139]
We can summarize the results of this section as follows:
I) i< -/ is analytic in the upper half K plane except for
for poles arising from the vanishing of the denominator
in (7).
II) For each , there at most f-1/ poles of S(I<) in the
upper half /< plane , where 4, is defined in (6).
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b) Symmetries, Bounds, and Asymptotic Properties of ;(
In order to discuss the analytic properties of the total
amplitude as a function of complex W< and 7 , we shall have
to study the various symmetry and asymptotic properties of
5,(/e) . These properties will then suggest a proof that f&<T?
is, for fixed complex T' , an analytic function of 1< in the
finite upper half (< plane .1, , except for isolated poles on
the imaginary K axis; also, that -F0^'N is, for fixed k in
, except for those points in 'T, which give rise to
poles in 5j(Q<) , an analytic function in the finite T plane.
Beginning with (5) and the asymptotic relations
(13 fhr{
(16) J3
(17) 3/3
it follows that in 7,
(18) ~
Again using (5) and the properties' valid in J7
(19) O<<
24
(20) 5
(21) (/6 (6)
/17 ~
'9
(/3 is even in /9
f(/3/ is odd in 13
/r j/s) is odd in q
,/i /Ofis even in /3
for C even and odd in
for / even and even in
for I even and even in
for f even and odd in
,,6 for J odd
for ,2
for ,e
/3 for j
It follows that in L1
(23) ;, 0 (0) (- 1<~)
This symmetry property allows us to infer the properties
of ((<) on the negative real axis from those on the positive
real axis. Later, when we write dispersion relations, this will
be of use. From the above symmetry (23) and the representation
(5) for Sc-it<k , we have in 'T0
(5~(1<J -(
In order to obtain a bound in .17 , (7) and (18) suggest
odd
odd
odd
(24)
--- a I
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that we consider the function
(25) ) ( 1^[ 1 7
where k' is some real arbitrary constant ' C . From
(7) we see that (25) is analytio in 51 . Also from(18) and
(10), it follows that in -12
(26) //
From (26) we have with the help of the Maximum Modulus
Theorem Ltet -5 ) be analytic in a closed bounded region.
Then -}){ assumes its maximum on the boundary of the region.j
that in J~
(27) [S ) 94j
where f is some constant.
If we were to consider the multiply connected domain '
which consists of J with all the 'singular points of ia')
removed, then we see that (27) still holds in 'f and that
is analytic in '7~
NEEEP - ----- WWWRM, , -- - -
(28) 5(,) -(
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These properties will help us conclude that the total
amplitude- f57) is an analytic function in J . (24), (27),
and (28) will form part of the basis of the proof. Two new
conditions, first stated for the model in the next section,
and then verified in the following section, will also be
needed.
We summarize the results of this section as follows:
(I) From (24), we have that along the real /< axis
is bounded by a constant.
(II) In the upper half /< plane, we can use the Maximum
Modulus Theorem to put the bound (27) on
(III) 5<)1-/ is analytic in the multiply connected domain
jr which consists of the upper half /< plane with all
the singular points removed.
c) Statement of Sufficient Conditions and Construction
of Proof of Analyticity of -t<) for Complex K and T
The following conditions on , some of which have
been proved in the previous section, the rest of which are
to be verified later for the model, will now be shown to be
sufficient to prove the analyticity of --f(<T') for complex k,
and T .
(29) 5(k) -/ analytic in 7
(30) /5(1)-/() 2 for (K/' K in n , and t< depends only on
(31) j4Q<)-( in 4 for o &/s , and Al is a constant
(32) /<--* for I Wrs
(33 )5 (Oct.A() in
Our scheme is as follows: We shall show that each term in
the partial wave expansion (1) is an analytic function of N'
in '- , for fixed complex '' , and that the sum converges
uniformly to an analytic function. The analytioity in '7' ,
for fixed complex t< , will follow in a similar manner the
proof for the analyticity in < .
We begin by noticing that for real J is a poly-
nomial of order f in f for the physical region k2-.
, we note, for )* , has a branch line from = to
. -/ . But as a polynomial we can, except for a pole of order
-a at <o , continue /'-) analytically into the entire
(finite) complex T' and k' planes. Now from (29) and (31)
we have that 5)i-l. is analytic in ' with a zero of order
(at least) .f4 at k'=6
Therefore
28
2A <
is analytic in 3- and the entire T plane.
In order to show that -f(l<T) :J -6(k T) converges un-
iformly, we will use the Wierstrass M test, which says that if
) is analytic in K , and 6( , where i'f()}*
and /y is independent of ( , then (k t-P =4) and
is analytic in the domain where 4 (- r) was analytic.
Let us consider the function
(34~) 14 '44
/,-3 (< 4Ak1
Using (31) for (/-, K and (30) for {{/>& , we see that
in -1 (real (< axis)
-(35)
Also, since (25) is analytic in ., , it is clear that
4(4) is analytic in 1 , and from (33) we see that
(36) F x - ee //-- ~l
Therefore, we conclude with the help of the Maximum
q
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Modulus Theorem that
in ZT(37) (k) ( E
so from (37) and (34). we have in Z
, Jj(/
I
(k (~
=t, k X-k
We note also that the inequality (38)
includes ' .f
Now using the inequality
holds in I as J1±
/) (;~) %(39)
valid for complex 2 and real f , we have
(40) /lie +)
So from (40) and (38), we have in I
(1)
/2 14R/
z It 7 /,1, '
(38) 1 <)-/
30
tA~~ A~ko57/
\7~2A \
2(111
Now if we restrict N to the semi-circular domain OR
in I , defined by //// /2 in 1j , and if we split the part-
ial wave sum into
(42) _F(/,<V7:)
(i~r} %
A"
{ <T)
where, if there exists an F such that there is no
value greater than f' for which in 0,
(43)
2-~
+ / - 0
then we shall be able to show that : 0' converges
uniformly in / ; and since the deletion of a finite num-
ber of terms does not affect the uniform convergence of a
sum, it will follow that ~ -0< T/ defines a meremorphic
function of f/r/in O, . Since /R is arbitrary, the analyt-
icity in I- follows.
In order to see that an It does exist, we first remark
that as / increases, the Regge pole analysis to be done
later will show that the poles of [0)4 will move down the
the imaginary (< axis (see discussion following (151)],
which is consistent with the observation that binding energies
(41)
31
decrease with increasing angular momentum. And since by (14)
we can't have for each f an infinite number of isolated
poles of ;(4) along the positive imaginary < axis, all
we need show is that the roots of (43) don't have an accum-
ulation point in 1r<g
Examining the behavior of (43) for /fafi3 , we can
use the asymptotic values for the Hankel functions
(44) k2(3
/3
so that
(46) ~i
Act
(C L e 1-13~
'el A (
(46) can have roots in '7, only for =112 / , and if
P where j ' depends on C(f/, g,(f), and 11 , we
can pick our 4,)(j 6/such that
# 0(47)
So we see that the roots of (43) don't accumulate in /)A
It follows from the above discussion that
rPP_
A w_
(45)
32
(48)
xi
7t(6i? '
in /)g for fj , and where is independent of f
Also, since the total number of poles of A(e<) , in 'f7
is finite, we can adjust the arbitrary parameters to make the
poles simple.
So for f-3 1 , we have from (41) and (48) in On
(49) ( -2/- ~ ' 5 LY 7// r) 2 ,-1/
Now //-) is convergent in /)
test, and if we make use of
, since by the ratio
f 6,0 0 )O " IIA) L(32) / > **
then
(50)
7 ~/&~ (~(
Irk 
-9
3~f (
Since /l can be made arbitrarily large, we conclude that
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the partial wave expansion for 0o TJ is uniformly conver-
gent in any bounded domain of f for arbitrary fixed 7,
and therefore, 40-iT) is for fixed 7 , an analytic func-
tion of K in T .
The same analysis leads us to conclude that for fixed k
in 7 , ' is an analytic function of T . For since
-JO. r) is an analytic function of T1 , and if we consider
the domain '7> 7 , then the previous inequality (49) with
'T replaced by -Ku may be applied to show that the
partial wave expansion is also uniformly convergent with re-
spect to T' for ( fixed in fr
We summarize the results of this section as follows:
(I) The conditions (29) through (33) are sufficient to
prove the analyticity of f(/7) in the topological product
of the entire T'- plane, and the upper half /< plane, ex-
cept for isolated poles on the imaginary (< axis. The
proof is based on the Weirstrass M test for the uniform
convergence of a partial wave sum.
(II) There are a finite number of these poles for a choice
of A,0, Ce) that satisfies (47).
(III) Conditions (29), (30), and (33) have been shown in
section (b). Conditions (31) and (32) are to be shown in
section (d).
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d) Verification of Sufficient Conditions
We now proceed to verify that the conditions (29) through
(33) are indeed satisfied by our model. Since the conditions
(29), (30) and (33) were shown in section (b), all we need
do is verify (31) and (32).
To do so, we first note that from (5), we obtain the hard
core limit for 5<) -( by letting f' (00
(51) 5T(c:
F-
A -
(r3~}
So if we consider [
-[, l)- (,I.l9oQr2 ( 4 i-
131. 2 §J( I F (t4)r 3
(1Q32E 6 -1 14((13)] /3 }(~A(3
Therefore
A9 ()
For f:, /' , if we use the expansions valid for the spher-
ical functions in this region, we have in J , where Yaejd,
(52)
,~ j$,Y~)
(53)
(54)
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and F )3) - 136O, that for J n
A)
in -Z (see Appendix
0 - ; (~J
~ (4g)
(55) S I e)
Also, in Appendix A, it is shown that the result (55)
can be extended to /3 /)for large / by making use of the
Debye expansions for the spherical functions so that
56) (t)- 0 for large / , , and AJ is a constant
",/I T,13)I
For / , we can use the expansions (15) and (17) to ob-
tain for 7 from (54) in .
(55a) 7(1) - 7
1 '9- --j/3c-"1
(13)7 for /2> D
We can extend the above results to the negative real
axis by use of (23).
We now observe that MJffU may be written in the form
for J (
Y -'(5?) /S-Pe--// :!
131
0,14-
f
-? Ce
Ii
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where
(58) d (jj3
(59) ('t3)
2 J~1
/
-7~
0/
-/
~2~
(2. /~/
/11
So if f is an integer such that 1% / and ( e ,
and if we consider the behavior of S+f/ - for real k' and
, we see by using (58) and (59) that the bracketed
term in (57) differs little from unity for o A a 7 Also
since / is very large, Stirling's approximation may be
used for the factorials.
Hence
(60)
Also, using the identities
(61)
(62)(62) ---
~-2-J4f
we obtain
(63)
(2 A)
(64) (7-< 0
(7 k1 ;"A
)L
(1
So for Y2 -'4
(65) { -(
and o -, "'we have from (57)
>2 j//L
7J1 1)
2> 13 (jrs -
)~a ( L
Ii- /
Now if (f /4/5 f and f -/) the spherical functions
in (56) may be replaced by the Debye asymptotic expansions (
(see Appendix A) which again lead to
(66) /5S, 0
Combining
-U /( 2
(65) and (66), we have for y21 ' >/ and 0 - rs a -Y
(67) 
- ( ( 2~2 ~
moos
I
( 4*3/.: //
rF,-
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So if we define
(68) k
we see that for
(69)0
We have therefore shown that conditions (31) and (32)
are indeed met to insure the uniform convergence of the part-
ial wave sum. Recapitulating, we have shown that the scattering
amplitude -f(<T) can be analytically continued to non-physical
and complex values of /< and '1' , by means of the partial
wave expansion, to define an analytic function of in the
upper half i< plane, except for a finite number of simple
poles along the imaginary t axis (for fixed, arbitrary
complex T ); and that for fixed, complex /< , excluding
the pole points in the t plane, U<7 ) is an analytic function
in the entire T, plane.
We summarize the results of this section as follows:
(I) We have verified conditions (31) and(32), thereby insur-
ing the analyticity of -< for the BCM without an external
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potential.
(II) We obtained (31) by looking at the asymptotic expansions
for the spherical functions that arise in (54) for );ak
(III) Our explicit construction of /i in (68) showed that
(32) is satisfied.
-I
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Chapter 2 Analytic Properties for the Boundary
Condition Model with an External Superposition
of Yukawa Potentials Outside of the Core
a) Analyticity Properties of Solutions to the Schroed-
inger Equation
In this chapter we will investigate the analytic proper-
ties of f&K7) when 7,) is generated by not only a boundary
condition on the wave function at /=- , but when there is
a superposition of Yukawa potentials outside / , or for /,1
(70)
In order to analytically continue fJleT to non- physical
and complex values of k and -t , we will find that contin-
uation by means of the partial wave expansion cannot be accom-
plished, since the partial wave sum will diverge for a certain
range of non- physical values of /< and 7' . For large f the
will be seen to approach zero much less rapidly
than(k -/ , with the result that the partial wave sum will
be seen to converge only in the so called small Lehmann ellipse.
Fortunately, techniques developed by Regge, involving the re-
placement of the partial wave sum by a contour integral, will
enable us to analytically continue fm T) to complex values of
Sand T.
In replacing the partial wave series over a set of discrete
values of f , by a contour integral around the real j axis,
we shall need a uniqueness procedure in interpolating the
1PIP"1
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functions in the series from discrete values of to con-
tinous and complex values. [see discussion following (260)]
A useful representation of enabling us to make a
unique interpolation to continuous and complex values of f
will turn out to be
(71)(
where
(72) (4 v q'iyf1A 7 ()-
/1jfr9) and (k are the solutions with respective bound.-
ary conditions, at A=c-- and = , of the Schroedinger
equation. The interpolation is then accomplished by letting f
in the Schroedinger equation become continuous and complex.
Defining f/1:I., in order to determine the analytic properties
of
4 (73) (5-(A(j,
considered as a function of complex / and k , we must
first discuss the analytic properties of /0(Q/<h) and JF(j<nj).
The analytic properties of ( !MA,) are well known, and we
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will only briefly review them. and are linearly
independent solutions of the Schroedinger equation
(74)
(75)
_L_ - _L74
-7
t(4 4(n
9)
defined by the boundary conditions
Z( ,1A) e
(76) /(M
Aq-) oe?
K 1 k(j, ~ ~,
The linear independence of the two solutions follows from
the fact that the wronskian of the two solutions is independ-
ent of / and therefore can be evaluated at / '-> . So with
(75) and (76), we obtain
(77) / E k,-'A'r P ? k A)
Since the differential equation (74) depends on /j
since the boundary condition (75) is independent of )
follows that
,and
, it
(78) Vk- //) (
-;? 7- (A /-, A)
-2 J) _L_
/J) O'D
--- 
(< A(78 )
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The differential equation (74) and the boundary condition
(75) can be combined and replaced by the integral equation
/ 7 jA j7 Ix (1J< A) 0U"A 
~A(79)
where
(80)
The integral equation (79) can be solved by the method
of successive approximations under the condition that the
second absolute moment of /'(/) converges. The proof is no
different from that of half integral /\ ( integralg). The
result is that for fixed complex and /pto , f(<kJ is an
analytic function of K< , regular in the open lower half of
the complex 1< plane and continuous onto the real axis ex-
cept at /<=o . If V() is of the form (70), then the analytic
continuation offclJ into the upper half 1< plane can be defin-
ed, with the result that -(k) is, for half integral values of
, regular in the finite (< plane cut along the imaginary
axis from A= to /'=~* For generail values of , , the
7-
Hankel function, as a function of t( , has a branch point
at (=o * This gives to a branch point in k/A).
The same procedures show that 1 R /,) isA^half integral
El
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values of A , analytic in the finite 1< plane cut along the
imaginary axis from k= to /= -A .
Again an additional branch point arises at k=o for gen-
eral values of A .
Also, since the series of stocessive approximations is
uniformly convergent in any closed region of the J plane,
the functions -J<A) and f(1k4n)for f ixed real k'40 and ! 0 , are
entire functions of . For complex (( , not on the Yukawa cuts,
the analyticity still holds. Also, from the differential equat-
ion (74) and the boundary conditions (75) and (76), we have
for real A , complex < and A , in the region of analyticity
of F()/< )
(81) * A k A )
Notice that we must choose -k= , instead of -k= k'A ,
in order for (76) to satisfy (79), since HA-) . ^#(Q<).
Also, the branch point in (/))at 6& o , which gives rise
to a branch line from K=0 to <=- 0 , is conventionally put
along the positive imaginary axis alongside the Yukawa cut.
Similarly, the branch line for 7a jis put along the negative
imaginary axis.
We next consider the regular solution to (74), obtained
by integrating from A-a outwards, with the boundary condit-
ion (4) at n . Analagous to (79), we have
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(82) 140! ? /
where /j(M)is again given by (80). If we interpolate the
the values of the boundary condition 5(k) to non-physical
f' by demanding that (4) still holds for non-integer ,
then we can determine the constants A and 13 in (82)
in terms of fK) and the wave function /Wk /) at /
From (82), we have with /4=-'1"
(83) /
Also, by differentiating (82), we have since
(84) _ _ _ A/Ii6J (3)I /r-,/3 13) (~
where the prime indicates .2
we have
. So using (4) with (84)
(85) + s1&/A () )+f { K % (
Solving for /4 and 13 from (83) and (85) yields
- //SG /j~~i4 (is)
, ~ [~%-2. ~) J'V//~1 (wv) - (6~~)(86)
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(87) /3J 13b 5/~(j)i ''//,//2j
(88) Also,
above to get
(89) / A
(90) ' : /"4
since WL(J' ~,we can simplify the
(b) S,- (<F6/' 41.7j9
Later we shall find (82), (89) and (90) useful for a dis-
cussion of the asymptotic properties of 5K) . However, for a
a discussion of the analytic properties of /AW<), the complic-
ated form of the Green's function (80) makes (82) difficult
to handle. Instead, we shall reformulate the integral equation
as follows:
The Schroedinger equation (74) is of the general form
(91) D)(1/3) "jkn -1 KA = ,(NKA
It is well known that (91) is equivalent to the integral
equation
(92) / '< /
- a v , - , - I -- - - - - -- I - - - - - - - - - I - I - I - - I I -I .- -- - - - - 4 L -
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where Xoj/A) ard A b)) eaoh satisfy
(93)
(94)
(95)
(96)
Now if we ohoose
then
//M, (/<'P)
)I
( - //I
are determined by (4) and (93) to be
(97) /1
(2 <\c
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(98) /S
Also, from (96)
/)k^) l(Ak^: 0 , and
K"/ / ~z)/2 - A
where /I and /
I " 2,
,b( z ( / ji)::: /
- ( 9d 14) ()] 6L
/j i
follows
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(99)
We can now show by the method of successive approximations
that ydkA) is, for a restricted class of potentials, [see the
discussion following eq. 115] analytic in both variables /<
and /l , in the topological product of the entire / and
planes, except at
The integral equation (92) can be written symbolically
(100)
so that
(101) E( )) )/
We introduce the notation
(102) ) (/IK/1)
(103) G ( / ') ( kA)
Substituting (102) and (103) into (101), we have
/L , (( A N/) /) ::1
, , 1) r -( (J) A'
/<
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b/,(j /A / 0a J / {K' )K0A n'</Ik <
zi /,P
V -- ---
Iterating (104), we have
I /' ( I<-( A) A 1)/]
(106)
z:-( tu / 1 (1/,/') )
So if f( RA} is bounded and converges, then
the series ['-(kn) fn< converges to an analytic funot-
ion, the domain of analyticity of which , is the common region
of analyticity of all the terms (Jk4 in the sum.
From (92), (96), (99), we see that we're concerned with
the particular integral equation
-Z A
Here we have
(104)
where
(105)
( ( ) kl-)) <
10- 1) Te 0 (,/ / ) A' /
(107) 1 ( 1 ^) =- If A 1 4- /3 'ji1) +
50
_ ~
(108)
and for a /-z oo, (jka) is bounded in all three variables
if A' and /9 are bounded. From (97) and (98), we see that
if F(d/<) and 4(J&) are bounded in A and k' , then except
for A:zo , ,)/ta) will be bounded in all three variables.
However, since f(4(<) has poles along the real K< axis, we
see that if /4(/3,) is bounded , then (4) together with (97)
and (98) are sufficient to insure that / (d<A) is bounded in
K , and / , except for o . From (100) and
(107), we have
(109) (A k/ A) Ip /I-------- 
,f4 ~
p
p
so that from (105) and (108)
) 2
(110 ) {{ ()f!<^A9 + 4[ ,s'
(111)
,74//i. )/p ~1 //
j ~-4~z. ,~II
A
2,~+( /
1
/M I // I
Restricting k to the circle ( , we have
/1 9 / 4 J
(112) / ' /'9 ~ I~ / /VM 1)/ - N
We therefore have for some constant
(113)
so that for cz9
(114)
_ 7 
'
(115)
A/(/i
If the above integral converges then since A4' is arbi-
trary, we have that ,g()/ ) is analytic in the entire 1 and K
planes except for /=0 , since from (108) and (109) we have
the common domain of analyticity of the terms in the sum
(Q(ten) 4'E-1/A) is the finite K and planes except = .
For a potential of the form (70), (115) converges for all fin-
ite .1
Similarly, the method of successive approximations shows
the same domain of analyticity for the derivatives ,a(kA) and
2
Note that if AP Bx) is even in K , then since the differ-
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ential equation is even in /k
(116) /"(,1k
Since the boundary condition f) has been previously
chosen to be even ink/(see eq. (6) , is either even or
odd in K .
We can summarize the results of this section as follows:
(I) For a potential of the form (70), (en) is analytic
in the topological product of the A and k planes, ex-
cept for a branch line from k'= to 1= ; also { iA)
has a branch point at '= O which vanishes when is a
half integer.
(II) For ,0046) and P J bounded in /I and k
l(/411) is analytic in the topological product of the and
K planes except at =0 for a potential of the form (70).
b) Analyticity and Symmetries of A / for the BCM
with an External Superposition of Yukawa Potentials
We turn now to the function 5QK , which will be
defined for non-physical A by
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(117) p6KA)
-00
where C is some constant independent of A .
Using the boundary condition relation (4) with (117),
we have
d pF4 )]/
We can now show tht (73) is equivalent to (118). This
follows from
2 A (Jc o To
(72)
Since the wronskian is independent of /I
(119)
So with (4)
(73) sYJ k,)
in (119), we have with the choice
(118 )
Q (4) ::-
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(73a) : -- )- --
Note that if we chose ,0/&3= -4/ ) then an extra factor
of -1 would appear in (73a).
From (72) and (73), we see that the analytic properties
of 5/1) follow from those of (6 1/) and-[(1//<R, which in
turn follow from those of f'(/<A and A0/A) . So except for
the points where /lTr) - , we see that for the case of a
superposition of Yukawa potentials outside the boundary /=c- ,
that JQJ/c) is for fixed / , except at ):-6 , analytic
in the finite 1< plane, except for branch lines from /< A-1
to o , and <=- to - , for A a half integer.
For general values of ) , an additional branch point occurs
at k= 6 . We can extend the concomitant branch cuts to the
origin along the imaginary (< axis, although since these
branch cuts are kinematic in origin, we for instance could
put them along the real k axis instead. The singular point
at A= c is really an apparent one, as it can be removed by
use of the right side of (118), which hasn't a singularity
at .70 .
Also, for fixed k , not on the branch lines, 504) is
analytic in the entire I plane, except at those points
where /<
The equation ( =0 will be discussed later, as it
gives rise to the Regge poles of the model. In the upper half
k plane the poles for real J will be seen to lie along
the imaginary K axis and give rise to the bound states of
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the model. Since physically (k) is considered as a fun-
ction of 5f g7 , where the mapping of the /< plane onto the
5 plane is such, that the upper half K plane maps onto
the first,.or physical, sheet of the 5 plane, we have from
the above discussion, the following properties of J/K) in
the Y plane.
For fixed , j 7K) is analytic in the finite complex 5
pLAr'l cut from f to S70 ( this is the kinematic cut, due
to the fact that k=f ) , and for a half integer, the
plane is further cut from 5= --" to - oo ( this is the left
hand dynamic cut ). Additionally, there are poles due to
, and for general values of A , an additional
left hand kinematic cut along the negative real axis from
to 5= - * The plane thus cut is referred to as the
physical sheet of the resulting Riemann surface.
Also the lower half /< plane maps into the "second
sheet", which is accessible by means of analytic continuat-
ion through the right hand out. On the second sheet 5(Jk)is
also regular, except for where f/Cvanishes in the lower
< plane, and except for the left hand cuts which are mapped
from the cuts along the negative imaginary axis.
We might note that (118) and (79, with VQ-, , reduce
to the pure BCM case given in (5).
From (118), we see that the symmetry properties of 5/)
follow from those of NI/A and F k) .
Since we are considering an f~/4) of the form
Al A(A)
,L( /c~-V)
if we choose /3f( A = and C4:? *(K): C-;/7
then it follows that
/Z)
(120a) (A1/-) F -~ () /-) for (< real
Also, exploiting the regularity of (,//) as a function
of k'' , we have
(121)
/0 -a r/l2'Ik)
From (121),
and symmetry conditions
(() 6<)(122)
(123)
(120), (118)and(81), we obtain the unitarity
5Q-~ i<~~&)
5 0 /
Regge poles of 5I)< for the BCM with an External
Superposition of Yukawa Potentials
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(6) Fp i(/) C(A)
A ' )
(120) r ' <E
5?
The nature of the poles of 5(11<), which arise from the
zeros of 70 /(A-"7, will concern us when we discuss the analy-
ticity properties of the total amplitude A<,T) . For each
fixed < the number of poles , and their position in the
plane will be important to us.
We begin the study of the poles of f f)k) for the general
case of complex 1< and complex A . For fixed k= ( , we
have poles at =J. , where{il)/r We shall be interested
in values of k. with Z; e 20, as these give rise to the
poles on the first sheet in the '=KI'plane. Also, we shall
only be interested in those poles in the A plane for which
>_ o , as these will be important when we carry out the
Watson transformation for the total scattering amplitude.
We show that at a pole
The above follows from the fact that since there are
only two linearly independent solutions to (74), and since
and O(6) are linearly independent, it follows that
(125)
(126)
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where A , , , 9 are independent of /l
Introducing (125) and (126) into (72), we obtain
(127)
P0
;A (<A - T(~~ ~~~L5)
so that
(,jA) - /1 1 ,~tT (JIT
(128) l , /<A -
At a pole 4k , so we therefore have that (124)
follows from (128).
If J-, /. >0 , since by (76)
( A(130) )3
Itk/
we see from (124) that ' as a function of real .-
vanishes at /v- P-0 *. The complex conjugate will
also vanish for real />-- o .
For real nL , Q.L10l)and /4 satisfy
(131) p A) ' - -o
1 /I ) /4 '(132) L
-- V/))'?
Multiplying (131) by to A), and (132) by A(4Y 4, and
subtracting, we have
(133)
Integrating (133) from - to A -= 9 , we get
(134) /A/~
Using (4), along with the fact that(iKA) and
vanish as j#z , we get from (134)
(135) A4 I~ k ~ 6 7JLr)gb
For an A(/K)of the form (6), with l4i/ and C() real,
if !K is in the first quadrant 17 F(/ 20 ; and if /, is
in the second quadrant 3 f 1 0 .
From (135), we therefore see that for /ld. >0 , if 6
is in the first quadrant, then /l must be in the first quad-
rant, and if /(o is in the second quadrant, then '. must be
in the fourth quadrant.
Next, we turn to the real 1< case, where we shall show
that the poles of Sf2K) in the right / plane lie in the
first A quadrant.
6o
From (134) with f, k 20 , we have
6\ I(/V) 7- / - -(136) I 
At the upper limit on the right, we use (124) together
with (130), while using (4) at the lower limit yields, since
{{)! ( =0 for real 1<
(137) 7C' ~ ~~(z(J/JY ()0~k(
From (137), we see that there cannot be any poles in the
fourth A quadrant. We also see that the poles can't lie on
either /Z )o , or 7> ,jo , since that would cause f(6/):Oat
a Regge pole. But if both =0 and f, '=0 , then
by (128), j(lo /<'. Pk=0 for all /l . This contradicts the
boundary condition /A' 4)to .
Next, we shall look at the Regge poles for complex 1< and
real ) , as these physically will be seen to give rise to
bound states. Notice from (124) and (130), that for k< in
-);' /<" >o , / ) is square integrable. For -. =o , we
again obtain from (134), by use of (130)and (4), that
( 13 ) & F()s) t^ Q"-"$ = 2-K. u | A' Z
Now if k/. is in the first quadrant, then I /'0 , but
then (138) won't hold. Similarly, if Ko is in the second
quadrant then f- FA2f0, and again (138) won't hold. We there-
fore conclude that for (138) to hold in Y"m A(>0 , that //o-z0
so that j-" =0 , and therefore all the poles for /21 ) and
complex /< in the upper half 1< plane lie on the imaginary
i< axis. When A has a half integral value, these poles
will later be seen to give rise to bound states in the total
amplitude <(/'7) .
We note that all these results for the Regge poles will
hold whether we have an external potential or not, outside
the boundary condition, as the potential term drops out in
(133). Also, we can compare the above results with the pure
potential case. The domains of the poles of §TPL) in the BCM
case and the pure potential case then turn out to be the same.< r)
In order to calculate the residues of the bound state
poles, as we shall have need of in writing the Mandelstam
relation, we need to know the nature of the poles. We shall
show that the poles are simple for positive imaginary K and
real .
That is, where (,
(139) Ky
We begin with
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(140) f -i ( - ,(tk.r- I3
-Aff(~% 9 4~~ J- r1Z.T~)~ e(f A)~
Differentiating the above with respect to k' we have
(141)
Zn ~ ~ ~ [7 -A iA1l/~ ;,J (01xI~~Qh ) j, 2 .& IdW
Also, when fA).1,-(A,tTO then "k (&L4'/JP)I: ( Q d k a ~ f ( / / ( Jf 4 0
so calling 
- , we have from (141)
(142) 2-? /. /c - _LA /
From the Schroedinger equation, we can get another form
for the wronskian 1Jf440 fr "A 4I. , where t(J0l)is either
0 Nor N *V. Differentiating the Schroedinger equation
(74), with respect to , we have
(143) - "1 q ' N
4 Z (4
- ~ ~ O k- - ~~JI~) - %j~~ 4Q.*' 4n
21<
~1~
(K
* * , 
L
(), /<. /v
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Multiplying (74) by a 4'4h.') , and (143) by lOle4'V, and
subtracting, we have
(144) - K
which can be represented as
(145) J
Combining (145) with (142), we have
(146) _-A 17)
1<
/7 2~ '-'1</c
__ kf(20/(/))IA
__ ~
And using P( /, C aO( 0 I , we have
(147) 2Z k LeK -A l
Since for real /l and K pure imaginary, the differ-
ential equation (74) is real, and sinpe the boundary condition
for )/( 0 2/is real for I(e pure imaginary, it follows that
j/) is real; therefore, £(/zr/')is never negative and
not identically zero, so that
k.4A
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(139) 20
So we see that the bound state poles are simple for real
k' and real A
Also, we note that the residue of the partial wave amplit-
ude obtained from (147) for positive imaginary /K
is
(j <'.) -~
(139a) AV *
Since the integral is positive for positive imaginary
i< , we see that for even ^:' the residue is positive,
and for odd J the residue is negative.
The poles considered as functions of A can be dis-
cussed analogously. Similarly to (142) and (145), we get
(148) c
and
(149)
where is either p,4n )or ia tif/
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Again it follows from (148) and (149) that either
( 150 ) K___ C p
AOA
or
(151) (
From either (150) or (151) follows the simplicity of the
poles as a function of A. , for real /I and real /( .
Also, we should like to show that for each positive A ,
there is a finite upper bound to eo on the imaginary axis,
which moves downward as A increases; so that there is either
a finite total number of poles along the positive imaginary
< axis, or an accumulation point somewhere on the axis.
Physically, we expect a finite number of bound states in kr,
whose binding energy decreases with increasing angular mom-
entum.
We begin the discussion by looking at the trajectories of
the poles in the /< plane. That is, we sit on a pole defined
by a solution of J( /< A4I:O, and see how the solution behaves
for increasing positive A . Since we're interested in the
motion of the negative energy zeros for real positive A ,
we will derive an expression for JA by again using the
Schroedinger equation.
Differentiating (74) with respect to k , we have
-A
(152) 4
Multiplying (74) by
subtracting, gives us
/)L g~4<L
, and (152) by
- 0 'I 1
Integrating (153) from 1
(154) e
Since ~= , we again
-Qii<'rz/)) , so that since (
and 0
to />zO0
J0
, we have
~? N
AL
have q= Cf+(A /)and
is pure imaginary, we see
approach zero as f- , and (154) becomes
~JI!(4AJ 5- __ _
(155) 1 <J
Letting c{-iA be /+1'l) , and using (4), we have
~1,
24~/~AJ I A
, and
7;7Lfi(153) ) ('
(156) ,:5;p /:( 14)T 7- = fJ,- 0 
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With 7UIL) of the form (6), since # is real
(157) P__
so that for 4) real, it follows that from (74), for
real /( and that /1/ t1A/ is real. So from (156) we can
conclude
(158)
which we note implies that binding energies of the bound
state poles decrease with increasing angular momentum.
That there exists an upper bound to K. o on the imaginary /<
axis, for each positive , follows from the fact that
for large /< and fixed A , the series of successive approx-
imations for shows that for (/< " in
the upper half K plane. So that
(159) (4 * 9
which along the positive imaginary < axis has no isol-
ated zeros for large 1 . Therefore, there must be an upper
bound ko for each positive / . We shall later show [see
(262) that for fixed A and /4/- , 5()/< 2-)/ ; for
/3Qsf#,yo/g4W. 13cr4
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which, as was discussed earlier, an upper bound for k'
exists.
Also, for fixed K , and , we shall show [see
(234) that ( P7  1, so that for large real we
cannot have an accumulation point of zeros of on the
imaginary /< axis, since J57Wk),, doesn't have an accumul-
ation point of poles along the imaginary k axis.
We now turn to the question of the positions and number
of the poles. It will turn out that for real /< there are
an infinite number of Regge poles for both the pure BCM case,
and that of the BCM with an external superposition of Yukawa
potentials.
The poles will be distributed so as to approach 2
asymptotically as /-- O , for real fixed /<
We note that this is distinguished from the result for
the case of scattering by a superposition of Yukawa potentials,
which has only a finite number of poles of ~((k) in the first
A quadrant for each k
For K in the first K quadrant, the poles of 5Yic) for
the BCM with an external superposition of Yukawa potentials
lie, as we have seen in the discussion following (135), in
the first ) quadrant; and we shall see later by the WKB
method, that they are finite in number.
For Xllc 5 , we first show that the poles at ,
for each {<a , are bounded by some curve. This will enable
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us to begin to deform the contour when we later employ the
Watson transformation.
For real k , at a pole of S7 /d , we have
(124) A(). . 0? ) 0 /(,
Since k' is real, the above will vanish as(/-,-o , in
the direction n=at - , />y . Similarly, so does 4 ~ 40 A) ,
in the direction )/=oz&W
The Schroedinger equation for fA =a, is
(160)-
~2 A
and the conjugate equation is
(161) - t /- -
After multiplying (160) by
and subtracting, we have
V(a nd ( by g ,
and (161) by a
(162) ( A -- '
M~ C 9
nA
Y)
Integrating from =o to -> , and using _J FW QOfor /(
real, we have
(163) )
Calling real / and we have
ao
4/- = 2j( +(164)
For /( real, the poles lie in the first quadrant, so
that />? 7>O , and we therefore have the inequality
(165) /a:// 1 /Vg />'- 2 '(
or
(166) n d + /I 5 C { o1§j:(6Y~/
where 4 , i , C , 9 , are A dependent constants )
which come from extracting an average 7 value from the
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integrands of (165). Now A has a lower bound given by the
minimum of for o 7aoc . This minimum is obvious-
ly zero, but
(167) since Z K-4 0
o ('-y ) + 7W
We might worry, however, that since there will turn out
to be an infinite number of poles in the first A quadrant,
the integral // j4 , although never zero,
might approach zero for //./> j' ,where ) is some fixed con-
stant. That this doesn't occur follows from
(168) _____ 4 XloY/-, { /
Later we shall show that for 4'* with 4/c 2,
A where /{16A) is the solution with o/(/0.
For fixed k and / , and , /ofA so that
the right side of (168) won't approach zero.
So for each fixed /<' , on the set of all J , we see
that /-) and 3 have finite minimums greater than zero.
Similarly, C and have finite maximums, so that call-
ing these maxima and minima by their primes, we have from (166)
for each fixed K. , the Regge poles are bounded by
(169) A ' (/-') * /n"~ Z 0//IV
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If we let /I, now be in the first quadrant, a similar
inequality can be derived, but we shall not need this result.
In order to show that the Regge poles for the BCM and
the BCM with an external superposition of Yukawa potentials,
are both infinite in number, and asymptotically approach
particular rays in the plane, we shall make use of a
new formulation for 5/L) , obtained from
(73)
Since , we can explicitly calcul-
ate the wronskian from the integral equations (79) and (82).
Also we use
(170)
Evaluating the wronskian at , we have
(171) 4 !([ Y 1i(I
73
(172)
Now if we evaluate /e at /) A
76
, we have
(1)) (1
Now using (116) and (172) with
(175)
~y (2-) x
'4
1T~I
we have
(176) 0/(14 
la / IY'' fAr
So from (176) and (172), we have
0 //]ft
cA A)A1l/A
(177) ')
7[ (
(174)
I/ /1. //2 A 0.0k') = /IV T-) ,r-(kA) - - 13,,,2Y-7-r '1 /7/ 10 #
OA 114
77) A'
P-1;, 
f- /I
A- - - 3, / j )/ 4 4 /----------
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Also, from (174) and the symmetry relations below
(178) t '9
(179)
((k11
(A- CI- T7fiiJk
we have the alternative form for
(180) P 2
-t~r2ji) 1/1/29
-~ ~4&~
(71kn
So with (180) and (174), we have the alternative form
f or -I7<
/77 /L 69) /4,~%/L
(181)- -t)t 
."
Now if V , we return to the pure BCM case, the
polology of which, we shall now discuss for fixed 1 , real
> .0
From (89), (90), (170), and the symmetry
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,L 
, 1I(182)
we have, where the prime indicates
(183) 41c '/) (/) k(;a ) rr)'/2~ gegI
7'A/3 (Fv L I3.)
Also using the symmetry properties
(184)
(185) 1- 7
(3A
(186)
(187) 
~T4 (/s 5A )
~rrC~')
-x
,ar6P
we have
" 
(, - 01
/~
(189)
(1,),-)r
§7j (9J
viTA §rjei)
(188) 5(A /<)c
'( 0 - -)
rl -L) A)
-I- //); - ([ , 13.) F //L WJ))'k 1-7- ( - Ij
A 41 L) r
F rr, 
- '( ' . ( 1- (19.)- J2
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The poles of ( /9 are where
(190) /4 Q(1
Due to the analyticity of 5 in the A plane, the
poles can't accumulate in the finite J plane, for fixed A,
so to see whether there are an infinite number, we look for
roots with large A . In this region, we can use the asymp-
totic expansions of the Bessel functions valid for / -
with /?fLo , for fixed d3 , real 15>.
(191) I
(192) (/.J
(193) )j/"
(194) / (3)
-
A;
-)
-7A /2 13,
So with (191) to (194) in (190), we have
/ L rr4 -7-- ( -') 4y/L -A )~'
(195)
+- -( (+)+A - O
77 -
1 "
.77 7- )
? 217)
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Now since o4/41744(9E , and large, we have -
so the roots are approximately where
(196) Z
L 4 /Afrrd/1/g$ IU~4-/ ~jfffr14/OJ/
;A.
Solving, we obtain
-~
jo-i ~ -
or where /;i is any positive integer
2 +J9Zh'i cl/)4
So for fixed /o , large A , the zeros are approximately
where ( (Lc
(198) 2C
Equating the real and imaginary parts of (198), we have
4) z6
g(F!Q
- 9 ;, j (F 4 //L Y
(197) x' /7
#A&,
(199)
(200)
Solving (199) and (200) yields
(201) _ZL3
So from (201), and the diagram below, we see that the poles
of 9e')' asymptotically approach the imaginary I axis for
large in oA/A26{( , /L fixed, real d> , and are infin-
ite in number.
In order to see if a similar result is obtained when our
model contains an external potential, therefore giving rise
to an 51(10 of the form (177) or (181), we shall first have
to study the asymptotic behavior of S( .
We can summarize the results of this section as follows:
(I) The Regge pole behavior of 5/) in the BCM case is
f, r-f ( - (
7T C"
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similar to that of scattering by a superposition of Yukawa
potentials, except with regard to the number of poles in the
right plane.
(II) The similarities of the two models include a finite
number of simple bound state poles and the restriction of the
poles, for real and complex k , to the same regions in the
right plane.
d) Asymptotic Behavior of pw for Fixed /<
and Large A in o /4Z//# 6
For fixed K , real 1 'C, , and large A in o(/Auz ,
we shall extract the asymptotic properties of 50'<), ,,,
by making use of (177) and (181).
Later, these properties will enable us to use the Watson
transform to obtain the analyticity properties of the total
scattering amplitude as a function of complex energy and mom-
entum transfer. Our inability to deform the contour parallel
to the imaginary / axis will also become apparent , so that
the momentum transfer behavior at infinity will not be given
by the leading Regge pole term, whiph is the case in the ex-
ample of scattering by a superposition of Yukawa potentials.
We begin with (177) and look at the asymptotic properties
of the pure BCM term in the numerator, given by (188) and (189).
, we have fromFor real
, so that
T (8) , (F!& in(3.)- 6~
Using (191) to (194), we obtain for (202)
211 _I A
I7~o-
and M = / ~ , we have in the
asymptotic expressions (191) to (194), for fixed
(204)
Z17
-/i
(205)
So from (189)
(206) 5-j"<
to (194), we have for real,
244
o /45
fixed /3, ,
7T) C
Similarly, for '---3 - 00 , we have
2A1
(203)
For //
(207) I-j2.M1
(191) to
(194) (' .) >>-7) ( -)
( 202 ) R
Notice that the behavior for
tent with unitarity
f ----9 - 0 is consis-
(122)? )
At this point we might compare the results for the pure
BCM case, (203),(206) and (207) with the known results for the
case of potential scattering by a superposition of Yukawa
potentials.
In this case, we have for real " - 0 , fixed t
5()
~ we have
i
We therefore notice that in the~pure BCM case, 502),
converges much more rapidly than in the pure Yukawa case for
fixed 1< ,and for both /5 J ' 1o and -J) -But for
-o , diverges, while it converges for the
(209)
For 'Z
(210)
(208)
o( ;;,
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Yukawa case.
We also note that these results for 04 1 are similar
to those of the square well case.
Returning to (177), we must investigate the asymptotic
behavior of the second term in the numerator.
For (A(-? o> , we shall later see with the WKB method
that (k)-) /-40A ) , where A / is the solution for /lj=,o
for , and k within the shaded domain of figure II which
is located under eq. (294) . The convergence must be uniform
for us to replace /4IMA) by A4 c/7) under the integral,
and we shall also investigate this.
Anticipating this result, we have from (177), (170) and
(82 ) : 
'O
(212) ( A A
/3C A
we can, for the case of a potential of the form (70),
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do the resulting integrals and evaluate the asymptotic be-
havior for // - ) and /< fixed.
If R ->oo with .-J/= or 7-) fixed, we will not
use (182), but instead we will use a different form for It' kq2.
First, considering / -9 with o , we have
from (211), (182), (212)
(213) (,)
and(70)
AJ i~ I
where
ZAlTA ~
(215)~ ~ Fu gL A, r)P~~~~fic~?] - rY ,n
(215) /-
(216) IT
6(h t/iH
(217) 91=1 ,4,(3C,
4 ( ) (k^'I ^13ir 
7
We now discuss the integrals below as /2 ) ~~' *
6~1' 9 -A4A~ T(kA24Q'~AY )Aj A4_A IJ1Q<0A!)
(214) /J - J
( 218 ) An' A '
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Since -20z* we can replace the lower limit by zero with-
out affecting the order of the integrals, for fixed K , as
32 (k's)(219) ( ) = 6
First we consider
From Watson p.389 we have, where (X) is the Legendre
function of the second kind
(220) -~ .AA' 97 2K'k-~/\') 61/Y
For /M/I!-) we have for
- eD jJj ( 31
not on the real axis between
(221) 6y1Q -E\ (2/A
Using Stirling's approximation for the Gamma functions,
along with the asymptotic expansion for the hypergeometric
(33)function and
(222)
2-
-4al'
[- - e )/YI
-.
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we have for
1 - -L -3
fixed k
'(T<
Next, we consider the integral
(224)-
. Using
ci-'
we have
2 fT2f 6
~-A fl,-,40 I/
. -j6 x'AM -
' V & l (1<,A Y
(13,)
And with
I,,
we have for (225) as
(7 ')
(225)
_14, I
1
(<A VJljj
7
p(~)
A
6-' /
(226)
g/ 
~,/) :
(223) Lpy - + i,(4
- IJ4, -', O
1<
{) /2(in
~I w- 1
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(227 ) A- if ,
--T r-
IL4jI Z
6
Next we discuss
Wc~ -A A~-"-'~~(/~ lLAkQt~9)
i[
/dI-? 9 ,4
"< l(ia
IQ
(3 C)
For 12 <6this is again defined by (220). Also, we have
fT/I iL ~//L(~ ~)
And since(37
(229)
2
we have from (229) and (221), that for real -0 , fixed k
(230) 2
-)-</
We also need the asymptotic expansions, for fixed K ,
and /3 . From (89) and(90) we
(228)
4 A
-7r A
and real -- ?9. , of A
1 I am- 
- ---- 11 - --- -- 
-
-- - -
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obtain by using the expansions valid for the spherical
functions
O6 /. z- b /
So in o 4{9X10 if we use the above results in (213)
through (217), we have for
(233) 5((/z) -1
f I, ) ! +L
::'
,ie .i-~
+ 3 ye *
A
Using the denominator of (189), the expansions (191) to
(194), along with (231), (220), and (223), we have for Al)-9',
< f ixed, j and /< within the shaded domain of figure
II, that
-Lod i
(234) Si : i .)
-( _______ -LLIflr J
P, 'IQ
-
vj~w
. 0 [ (- /e) -/3
(231) A0A
(232) /3(
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(235)
For A( 0 , instead of replacing by (182)
we must consider in (211) the transforms
/' ~(kA9/t~&<'AJ i~'
fo ""
00
-~ p
y
4
,4~'jjkAi/ ~ I
For / we use
(237) T
-11-7 o0 - c4Y 17// q
With this form for AANPv , the integrals in (236)
behave like those in (218), so that for 4/7fr J = , -) --7
we again have (234) for the asymptotic form of ST .
From (234) we can conclude that since the Yukawa behavior
dominates for - in / /u4&i, that there can only be
a finite number of poles of f,)k) in
For / ff , we use the alternative form of 07/) given
in (181). We must in this case study
(238)
(236)
xL 4
1&9 z I la! c 
db
6 
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Here we restrict ourselves to the real k case since
uniform bounds for the functions under the integral sign can
be obtained only for real K . It is shown in( that for
, if /< is fixed, real and greater than zero; and
1(1 , {({ K >0 ,then if the first 61+/ absolute
moments of the potential are finite,
(239) / (4A) ' __ {+$f k/i) C/~~~~ r (,r(i l17t
where ( and C are constants.
It is also shown that for K real 2C) and /72
(240) k/ Z C (3 f)
and for Vc' , f[V ?2 and k real >0
VL'n
(241) C,. ~'K'< )../* (fLA)
So with (182) and (239) to (241) in (238), we have for
(250) C-' ,/~~~~.. gf- 1 1~kA§ 
(~'~ 7L/ ,A )
L/,) (/
I - '
0
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For V('' of the form (70), all the absolute moments are
finite, so that for
(251)
, since by Stirling's formula
'1 1 r/r
and from (183) wiht (191) to (194), it follows that as
(252)
Combining (252) with (174) and the above, yields us
(Tk/ i14
liT(253)
For [/- -D - o
y71rl
(254) /) /3
so combining (174) with (250), (251) and (254), we have
(255)
Also, from (73)
(256)
so with (256) and (255), we have for
(" A// 6 1 t
~-) 0
J~~=)oO
1 / 7
and for V-- -4yj, we have from (253) and (256)
(i ~L
J iA/
e-~
For Vf--9 O , using 5 we obtain from
(253) and (257), fc
(259) S 'T1/,y.,.A
r /< real
0 -re -
77V-( l / V-
And by unitarity (
(260) (/)
L23), for
of
{--=9 , we obtain
(257)
f-2 -0
I 
,
(258)
7Q41/f~A)
J((7
K realand (123), for
)z -11 
0 
',Aj
r7(Lrl e -Z-/M ol
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Comparing (259) and (260) with (206) and(207), we see
that for and / real that 01/ behaves like
We are now in a position to ask in what sense is the inter-
polation (73) that we have used unique. Since we could always
add a function of , J(d/) to A/4) , where I Izo ftor A
a half integer, so that the physical S-matrix remains unchang-
ed, we ask in what sense is the interpolation 
-that we have used
the correct one. Here we appeal to a theorem by Carlson:
I f .f(L is regular in / 2 , and is O there
as (///--g with <tr7 , and if {1= 0 for z - ,
then m() 0 .
From this it will follow that any two interpolations of
the S-matrix which at infinity behave sufficiently well to
allow the Watson transform, and which have only a finite num-
ber of poles in /94? 0 , must be identical. We need only apply
Carlson's theorem to their difference multiplied by a polynom-
ial that vanishes at the poles of each interpolation.
So we see from (234) that the interpolation is unique for
041z( - -c-. For ,-6 e( 6(% , the infinity of poles en-
countered for < real and the behavior (260) shows us that
the Watson transform cannot be extended to the imaginary
axis in either the pure BCM case or the BCM plus Yukawa case.
The effect of this on the subsequent dispersion relations will
be, that in the momentum transfer variable, the asymptotic
behavior will not be determined by a leading Regge pole term
- I - AM", 
__ -
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but instead by an essential singularity at infinity in mom-
entum transfer.
Later, when we use the Watson transform to determine the
analytic properties of the total amplitude as functions of
energy and momentum transfer, it will become necessary for
us to know the behavior of 50th) for (f-) oO and (< complex.
Since (259) and (260) hold only for K real, we shall find
(/s)
that a generalization of the WKB method, first used by Regge,
will enable us to extract this information. Also we shall
obtain 14 /1A 14(", which we have previously used with-
out proof.
Before turning to the WKB method, we should like to ex-
tract some results about the behavior of 5V/-) as /-)A ,
for k on the real axis and in the upper half plane, for
real fixed ) . This will be necessary when we write a dis-
persion relation in energy for the model.
For 1 a half integer, the branch line in the spherical
functions which we put along the imaginary (< axis [see
discussion following (80)] disappears, and from (18),
(18) J eJ -( - O i n 29
Considering 5/i- , since for J- and /k/-
the series of successive approximations for rQ
we see that for /< in 14 , from (118), with , and
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(261)
For _ /<m'Y since j7t9 is analytic in , except for
a branch line from / = Ag to /'=: , we see that by analytic
continuation for {/.-y -
(262) 7C
where (262) holds for all A' in .19 except for those
points on the branch line. Therefore, the behavior of /U)c
and are identical, for fixed , on the circle
at infinity except for the point on the imaginary & axis.
When we turn to the total amplitude, the apparent branch
line along the imaginary K axis will be seen to disappear,
Esee the discussion following (363)] so that the behavior of
the total amplitude in both the pure BCM and BCM plus Yukawa
cases is the same as (/k/-9o in . .
To finish the discussion, we notice from (181), by insert-
ing the asymptotic expansions for the Bessel and Neumann
functions (15) and (16), along with for large /< ,
(264) 51) /d ~ d S f j& for real /
Following Regge, Longoni, Bottino, we shall justify
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the WKB method for S7)// for unphysical values of the
variables and k . The general idea of the WKB meht-
od is that of constructing a differential equation, whose sol-
utions are well known, and very close to the Schroedinger
equation.
Beginning with (74), if we substitute into (74)
(265) /3 //~ A} EE?
we have
(266) .7/(.A
We next introduce the variable
(267) f ("%) = ^ ) -A-
where (A) has the asymptotic behavior as f)- ao
(268) If,) -A ' ~
Equivalantly, we have
(269)
;6A-
so
7' / - I
7A) 2 (A) -='
(270) f (<A ~ All
Analogous to (269), we define
(271)
where /0(/)) is given by
A'4.
and as )6
Lastly, defining
( 273e) ,v f ro j
we have from
j (vj(274)
(74)
-j7b2)
where
(275) f -J
C'
'IA',
~;~; [6w) .27j-J
IAL
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by
(272)
(265), so that
Y6 o) 2~
'p ~1~ ~>1
/~ ~ A~'Q2~A)
/ .n 1)/ 6 7
$(Il- / /1. )
t f -)$
2: ,/')P J1 'L
- O tA T-/) L
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We define a turning point as a point /1='T such that
/ ) '0 If the right hand side of (274) can be neglected,
then the solutions of (274) are of the form
(276) ](f)
Around the turning point, however, this will not be the
case, usually, since '7) has by (275) a singularity.
We will later need an index of quality [for a path P
in the complex / Plane]:
(277) A 2 -
This quantity will be convenient later for the discussion
of the validity of the approximations.
Following the WKB method, one tries to fit (276) which
represents the right asymptotic behavior for /- , with
the exact solution of (274) in the neighborhood of the turning
points. So it is therefore necessary that :x and k are de-
pendent on f . Kemble has stated rigorously the conditions
under which the exact wave functions can be represented in the
form (276); before going into this discussion, we examine the
analytic properties of T as a function of J) .
We have from (271), that if /0A) is singular, then J
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is also singular. Also, since P ) is a linear function of
(A) , it cannot have poles within the analyticity region
of the potential, i.e. in real /Y7'>c- . However, it can have
simple zeros, these being enough to produce singularities
of the branch point type in 9O) , and these will produce
similar branches in 1/) . If A is large enough, it is
shown that there is only one turning point T , and this
occurs very close to To or -F , where / The choice
between ' and -o is dictated by the fact that only one of
these points is on the good side /d A ' , where V() is anal-
ytic. For real 'T > , we shall be able to justify the WKB
formula for j-.5)) ; if real 'o <' , it is not necessarily
true that the phase shift becomes vanishingly small for large
/I1
In order to make f(lN' single-valued, we supplement the
definition (272) with two cuts in the /) plane, one joining
-r to 1/=cx , (this out lies on the ray /7=A 7 , where ,c is
real, l M Iu/ and the other joining -7 to (/ty Ze (this
cut lies on the ray />= -A[ , 7. [see figure I
below]
figure I
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For real /7 > 0 , the outs cause the paths connecting A =-
to Jl= Co to be partitioned into two classes; The paths ft
come from n - along points between the out and the upper
imaginary axis; the paths r. arrive at Ac' between the
out and the lower imaginary axis. E see figure I]
For all the previously defined functions with square
roots in them, the minus sign is now arbitrarily chosen when
these functions are considered along the / path, in order
to make them single-valued.
We now define two functions which will be seen to be useful:
(278) 
-
// Ai
(279) / =
' A j)
0 Ik17
The functions and r, will be considered on the
low path C , and the high path P , respectively. Clearly,
from (273), with #Q( A) U fAkA1/ , we have that aSY nd
differ from ?'(-Y) by a multiplicative constant, and they there-
fore satisfy the same differential equation (274), which is
equivalent to the following integral equations:
UI -A Tt
(280) A7.= - f4A f 2~ 1
-A z~V4'-3-5J-'(281) X 2"-9
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where A' , , C , , are chosen to fit the
boundary condition (4) at /h=& . The explicit forms are
derived in Appendix B and turn out to be
(282)
(283) /3'
(284) 0 34
(285) 0" 2A-- "
In the finite and / planes, , C" , and
/ are bounded in and K if *q4j and &) are bounded,
and (611-) is single-valued.
From (278) to (281), we have
(286) ()=1
7a 4 ,- Qb~PJ LAO(287) 4 (3):
These equations can be discussed if one knows an upper
bound for the kernal and also bounds for /' / and
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C e;- 1'-' . We shall see that these bounds exist if -'
is bounded above on 12 and below on r7,
It is shown in Appendix B that if -Tw T./ is monotonically
decreasing on I and monotonically increasing on CH
then
C
on
and
(289) 7 ' -V 4< C(289) (te (1/ on/,
where C is a constant,
It is also shown in Appendix B that
on r , and JL f is bounded below on
to (285), we see that there exists an / (l/
pendent of /' which for all 11 bounds both
is bounded above
. So from (282)
which is inde-
610 -1120 .e
-Ll- 
ILI(290) 13 9
Qlqr 7- 
r(291) -rTI4
So if the paths (, and r do indeed exist on which
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these bounds exist, we can then derive the following bounds
by iterating (286) and (287):
In((J(M
(292)
(YY/(n /1n Y
(293)
(294)
(K4
H ::Z (10 J{
And /1 r is the previously defined index of quality (277).
In Appendix B, we shall show that for A and i restrict-
ed to the domains of figure II below, that the paths [ and
r can be defined which indeed do have the monotonic decrease
and increase for .-J fo .
A 1 '
11 II
I'
''II'
iii
I'
Ap~jIJ j)
figure II
The WKB approximation holds within the shaded region of
figure II. In regions A and 9 bounds on SQ/- will be
given.
In order to get an expression for O w cosd
e oz)
, e on ider
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the behavior of and for large . From (286) and
(287) together with (278)
tinct forms of
(295) Isf
/tA(bI<Ai
and (279), we ean derive two dis-
at o/I/--) po
and
, where
/12 1<
Equating (278) and (286),
(296) /d(/) -~ (~ )
we have as
~A -
'IQ
where
1[AM-/ J(~ ~/ I: (T 2 '*J
rI(297) ' <
Also, from (279) and (287), we have the other form as
(298) la(k^)
where
(299)
0f04,H Po' ) 014 :f 1'
+0
P') -/( ) l
all 0-
ZA(~~A -~)
jt7 10 (A
_TAkA
IQ
17
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From (128) as fo- o6 , we have
,a" fCh'c) - ~~~-A7T ~
(300) A tQ A)-I
2.1 k'
So from (296) to (299), we get
_ C
(301)
00
cvJZ
~ A
(303) -
,~~74 y CCL' d
(304) z =
-- 4
~2A a4;7,
'(Yi t|O' /f
We shall be able to justify the WKB formula for the
phase shift if we can show that for /,/-*
(740 and (a for large (<
This is shown in Appendix C so for large k and as (/- **
we have
-: _&
(305)
00
17) fr (A ]A'
/J
(302) -19
.A 7T/) /6)
K -k-AT)
(306 6 |)
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(307) ~7-T
In Appendix B the integral (307) is evaluated for the
superposition of Yukawa potentials case with the result that
for large K ,
(308)
for / and /< in the shaded domains of figure II.
Note that in (234) and (235), if 1< is large
(309) P
so that (308) and (234) are consistent. So we see that
the WKB approach and the approach of section (d), which
appear to be quite different, yield compatible results for
f( ) .
In the regions 4 and , of figure II, we can put
bounds on S(k) . Region A corresponds to k , < /
where we evidently can only define low paths [7 . In this
case the upper bound is provided by the hitherto neglected
formulas obtained from (296) to (300)
(310)
-1 W 
-- , ---- - - -- - , - - -- -0000
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.14.'45aO( 3 1 1r' ) ,1  f 0l [-1r [ f /o ( A ) j 1 A
(313) t :
~T4
2' T/ 1-f
In Appendix C it is shown to follow from (310) to (313)
that in region4 2 0 ) , aC 4T) for large and /<
(314)
s0<0
6 -Q ~ -~
And in region 0 where ZwJ<O and -g 4( - -( , and
where we have only a high path, it is also shown in Appendix
C that
o( 4 ,''(315) z 0 (r (
Note again that (315) and (260) are consistent, as are
(314) and (259).
As discussed in Appendix C, the ei ror involved in the WKB
approximation for 57%A) is of the order of /,4 ( which is
much less than one for large /< and / . For small /< , the
form (308) is too optimistic, and (234) is the more exact re-
-2At u/f /
(312) -At)l 
/L12
06
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sult. Also, for small and /( , Regge poles arise as we
have seen earlier. For X/10 in the neighborhood of 4
we see from figure II, that if < is real the WKB method
breaks down, but the bound (314) is consistent with (259);
also, (315) is consistent with (260). In addition, the WKB
method yields the behavior of /<) as f o* for 4z( /< >.
We also show in Appendix C that la /A/) 2/*0") uniformly
for k and within the domain of validity of the WKB approx-
imation [figure II .
We can summarize the results of this section as follows:
(I) The asymptotic behavior of JV4.3e, e10, has been ob-
tained for large in 6 by two seemingly dis-
parate methods:
(II) The first method, based upon (177) and (181), lead us
to conclude from (234), for fixed 1< , real A -, " , with
/ and 1< in the shaded domain of figure II, that 504)
The behavior of for e was obtained for
real / in (259) and (260), showing us that for-i- (I/-e o ,
(A) /10 behaves like 5(/<)
13cAt ftukPL41 C
(III) The WKB method was then used to obtain, for large A
and /A , (. The results for the WKB method,
(308), (314) and (315) are consistent' with the above results
in (II), and allow us in (308) to obtain the behav-
ior for complex 1< .
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e) Analyticity of the Total Scattering Amplitude
S§~ =-i7) by Use of the Watson-Sommerf eld
Transformation for Complex 5 and I
We now turn to a discussion of the total scattering
amplitude f(5-#) , where all the previous results concerning
the Regge poles and asymptotic behavior of 5wk) will be-.
come relevant.
We begin with a discussion of the analyticity of S
in the upper half k=t5 plane, for fixed real negative Jr
We shall soon see the necessity of this restriction. We use
the Watson transform of the partial wave expansion in the
form
(316) (k ood 21<
where C is the contour:
ffigure 4
The justification of the Watson transform, and the sub-
sequent justification of the deformation of the contour C ,
to lie along the imaginary A axis, will enable us to deduce
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that the apparent branch line in f(SJ) , that is caused by
the branch line of D) from // A" to xoO , will not
actually occur in the total amplitude 0 , if we pick our
p(/4) and t4(13-) judiciously. So it will appear that, inter-
estingly enough, the discontinuities across the out may cancel
as we do the infinite sum, and this fact will be the motiv-
ation for using the Watson transform in order to obtain the
analytic properties of f51) , instead of trying, as was done
in the pure BCM case, to develop sufficient conditions for
the uniform convergence of the partial wave sum. In fact,
since the partial wave sum for the BCM plus Yukawa potentials
case will later be seen to converge only in the small Lehmann
ellipse, the Watson transform will be necessary in order for
us to analytically continue 51 to points outside of the
Lehmann ellipse. The reason for this difference is that 510e) -/
approaches zero much more rapidly than 5 , for
real )-- ob , so that the partial wave sum converges in a larger
domain for the pure BCM case.
We will now justify the Watson transformation and also
show that the deformation of the contour can be made to the
imaginary f+ie axis for /< in the first quadrant of the
upper half K plane. We start with the partial wave sum
(1) Kn
and note that
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(317) .
Ak C
C"' ~ ~ ---J- leA 4 /JCJ> r(A
where C is the contour:
-E figure 5
bounded by real 0 , real /4 / , and f./ hI(6/ ,
where (K/ is so chosen that the interior of the contour does-
n't include any singularities of 3*0/e . For real K , since
the poles of 5//< are bounded on the right by some hyper-
bcic curve for fixed k , [see (169) and since A is
analytic for real K , except for isolated poles, it can't
have an accumulation point of poles along the real / axis,
so an /E ( can be found. So for real 1 , we see that as
L --' o , we can complete the Watson transform if the integral
along the path 4,t<C -E to 4+ --- contributes noth-
ing as '-" . To show that this occurs, we appraise the
contribution to the integrand on the side of the rectangle
(3 1-8/ %Ay
70 f //1) / A?74LYJY)
(318) /U . T~1t43 )7'- -4Y
I.& 777 Y
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Also, since for
(319)
we see that for / , i/
(320)
and the larger of the plus or minus sign is taken as the
true asymptotic value. So for some constant C
(321) (/' J
The validity of (316) will now follow for points along
a line within the small Lehmann ellipse. The line is -i 'E/
and C This is the physical region. The analyticity
in the whole Lehmann ellipse, we shall later show.
For -4 -2 ( , since - =- , we have
(323) - r / Y /
so that
- I
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(325)
and we see that is negative. We now define the
variables X, 7, I , A
(326)
(327) V
So from (326) and (327), we have
eQj a-~
(328)
A(329) !(-
If the entire C >
plane, then
(330) -- T 1
plane maps one to one into the (
> 0
So If -( -- z , since /f is negative, we see that
/K is real ( it can't be pure imaginary ); and since ' is
real we have A= o . For large ) and K real, we're in
4y I
C46.=.z :. ( 'y-
x .=1 C.-rn 7-
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the domain of validity of the large /I) behavior of S(Ak) 9
given by (234) for fixed K , and (308) for large K (see
figure II)
(234) 5-~?/U-( -
Ox ' ~~~-2)-/L6Y z
for K fixed
for large k
So from (234) , (318) and (321), we have
( 332 )---- / Q- J-(C ~-4Y) -7 '-_ )
I7 ~ (L A Y t Z -( # ' I
yj -/ Y 9
Since /f=o , we see from above that for /< real 20
the integrand in (316) approaches zero as - 00 . The
real k <o case, we discuss later, using symmetry arguments.
So for real positive (K along a line within the small Leh-
mann ellipse, we have justified the Watson transform.
In fact, from (332) we see that convergence follows for
0 o( ) which defines the small Lehmann ellipse
(235)
(331)
-I -
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that will be discussed later.
For non-physical and complex values of /< and out-
side of this ellipse, we see that the partial wave sum does
not define an analytic function, so that we could not carry
out the same analysis as was done in the pure BCM case. Inter-
estingly enough, the sufficient conditions postulated to insure
the uniform convergence of the partial wave sum for the pure
BCM case would also be valid when the potential is turned on,
except for (31) and (32), and the additional branch cut along
the imaginary k axis.
We now investigate the possibility of deforming the con-
tour C. , in figure 4, for real K with the aim of event-
ually extending the validity of the new integral represent-
ation by analytic continuation to complex values of K out-
side the Lehmann ellipse. For imaginary values of K , we
should also like to obtain a representation that defines 4(S5')
without a branch line.
We begin by again looking at the physical region -{-2 /
,,=o ; we now try to deform the contour C . In order to do
so, we must consider the behavior of the integrand for A
, for /- aO (see figure 5)
We have with c, z'eA from (321)
{(333) 11-2 (cA -
2jz)r n (Q u
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so for L -2 00 , using (234), we have/ /7Tc/b//Li[ 5(){j / 2 -r/ c )f()-J
(334) -A- - -
(335) z j2 L/e
-(L+/)7M -(L+UV .Ar 4 m (L7L/c 4)
(336) . 2(L+U) CJ
-xer2.7(44c 4)
( 337 ( Lj [(~te (ee4 (y
And for -Tr<f 7 there exists a constant ) , since
the denominator has a lower bound, such that
2+ (t-+ 74 A+-)c 4
so that for L-+
(338) A (LG~"jSr -lg c //e9
In the physical region -1-4 / , ,/4=-o ; so if
(339 ) (CL-I () (G-' ( f 2 (C-7f0 c--4'#
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(340o) 
- 4 /
then we can throw away the contributions on the part of
the quarter circles for which (340) holds. For 1< large,
since o< - , we have from (340)
.ZK
(341) 1K ~ ~
Also from (326), we have for negative I
V--> , so for large K
r/- k4
and large k
/VIJ~
IW
For smaller physical / , / , /c'/- rr , and
for we find from (340) that since /gz 77
I-f
/4~1
(343) 0( ~
Trz=
From (342) and (344), we see that the deformation for
small J can be extended closer to the imaginary axis for
large K than for small K .
(342) (4
I <
T( 344)
- U
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So we have begun the deformations into the first and
fourth A quadrants. In performing the deformations, we
may be picking up some pole contributions, since our previous
Regge pole analysis has shown that for real K , 5(1-C A 1
has poles in the first quadrant. As long as oz,41z6A.g-6,
we have seen that the number of poles is finite. For real K
and In-9 i :,, r /&A tr , we have seen that the number
of poles is infinite in number. Also, since the WKB method
breaks down for real /< and {As)/-? , we restrict the
deformations for real K to I44 Ak -6 .
So we see that our original contour integral around the
contour C can be replaced by a different contour integral
around the contour C (see figure 6), plus a sum over pole
terms in the first A quadrant. The choice C' depends
on the /< that we're considering.
figure 6
cC.
The minimum angle is determined by (340). In
the fourth quadrant, we can in fact, for real k , continue
the deformation all the way to the negative imaginary axis.
This occurs since as '7~- J -, -
-I-
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1-F()P/L) ( |-)1
(345) 1 
Also, by (315), M)K) in region D is bounded by
(346) /Y(d'J// ( !
so that even if I4' now diverges like
we would still have convergence since 7/-TT ; so that the
arc in the fourth quadrant contributes zero as /j/--9 * . There-
fore for real physical /< the contour C can be deformed
to C"
figure ?
We now ask whether we can use the representation for
along one of the deformed contours to analytically continue
-(5_1) from physical values of K to complex values. We
already know that the original contoiar C is useless outside
of the Lehmann ellipse. Since analytic continuation is a
unique procedure, if we find one of the new integral represent-
ations, along the deformed contours, converges uniformly for
1~
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a domain of K that includes the physical region plus
complex values of 1< , then we can use this representation
to define the analytic continuation of $579from physical to
complex values of 1< .
We proceed as follows: First we move K into the first
1< quadrant. It seems that here we might meet trouble in
the fourth A quadrant, since we are now in region D of
figure II, where the WKB formula breaks down. However, the
integral representation along the negative imaginary A axis
will still converge uniformly for 1 in the first k quad-
rant, since by (315), 50k) is bounded in this domain by ,
so that (345) together with /sc diverging only like '(j-7fr
( /q/< 7T ) insures the convergence of the integral. We must,
however, be more careful in the first A quadrant. First,
let us note that, since is negative, the branch line of
(a> (/4), that runs from -/ to - , doesn't give us
any trouble for /< in the first quadrant and on the positive
imaginary axis. As we move out of the physical region -(//-?'l/
we will need to know how the variables K , j , ~, /4
defined in (327) to (329), vary.
When /= c-/4-+4r/ so that (< is in the first /< quadrant
we have
(347) 2 W1 + _______
And since J/ is negative, we see , and i s
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either positive or negative; so ft>0  and -
When k( is pure positive imaginary, )20 , K is
positive; and since is negative, & is complex; so
0A~ and 'TV e
For K in the first quadrant, and A in the first
quadrant, the WKB formula holds; so that along some contour
C I , we shall show that the integral representation converges
uniformly for some complex range of the variable / , which
also includes a range of physical values of K
We use the large I expression (308) for SI/A) to obtain
the appraisal in the first quadrant:
__| 0
_{A| (jkpM/e )
(348)
So for the integrand in (316), we get analagous to (338):
01 rr~b4(349) A (
In the first quadrant o q-f ; since -7? 7~r-o
and /U > 0  , we see that the integral will converge uniform-
ly if
(350) W -l co-)
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Note that (350) overlaps with (341) for real K ,as
one can see by letting a=l< , kro, / , in (350). So
along some contour C , defined by the angle that it
makes with the real / axis, and for those values of /<
in the first quadrant for which the inequality (350) holds,
the analytic continuation of {(5'J), from physical values of
{< to complex values of (< in the first K quadrant,
can be made. In order to show that for every (< in the first
quadrant there exists a ray C' for which the analytic con-
tinuation can be made, we note that since in the region of
validity of the WKB method - 0 , the convergence
i A
of the contour integrals is decided by /Q/)o-- . Since
will diverge in any direction of the right A plane
except for Alizi Arr -A', where 44 is an integer, all we
need show is that it is always possible to choose A in
o a 44G , such that AZ /W - .L # We know that when
< is in the first quadrant -- TT ' and f00 ; so since
+ , we see that 0  6 Ma/. Therefore choosing A=
we have -46 A -'-F .
Finally, we must show that the sum over the pole terms
encountered in the first 1 quadrant defines an analytic
function of 1 as < becomes complex. Since the sum is fin-
ite, all we need show is that the terms within the sum are
analytic. Since the pole contributions are of the form
(351) 1/0
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The only term that we need worry about is the (~, (5) ,
the residues of S'A, ) . If the poles are simple the res-
idues are given by
(352) cK) y
In this case, we show explicitly that the residues can
be analytically continued to complex /<
From (151) and (141), we have
(353) C.J k' 'IQ) _. 7-r/
The analytic structure of Q (k6) in the upper half
plane then follows: From (353) and the fact that P, 0Qis
analytic in the upper /< plane, we see that in the upper
half K plane C, (i.) has no branch type singularities if
the poles in the ) plane are simple. We know from our
preceeding Regge pole analysis, that for negative energies
and d positive real, that the poles are simple; but the
poles in the first and k quadrants need not necessar-
ily be simple, although the arbitrary constants at our dis-
posal could probably be adjusted to make them so. Simple
formulas like (353) do not follow for higher order poles.
If by chance we had a double pole instead (352), we should
have
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where the presence of would allow for the poss-
ibility of branch type singularities.
In snmmary, we see for instance from the previous dis-
cussions, that for simple Regge poles, the analytic contin-
uation of Ci to complex values of 1< in the first K
quadrant can be made.
Difficulties arise when we attempt to make the analytic
continuation to imaginary values of K . We know that 5)
has a branch line along the imaginary I axis. Also, we know
that for A a half integer, (/) has a finite number of simple
poles along the imaginary K axis. Therefore in the total
amplitude, we expect poles to arise for ( positive
imaginary, since the partial wave sum was over real /
In making the analytic continuation to complex values of
1< , we notice that when we are near the imaginary K axis
the WKB formula holds along the positive imaginary J axis.
From (350) with 4 , we see if
(355)
then for those complex values which satisfy the above
identity, we can deform the contour to obtain a represent-
ation along the imaginary ) axis. With this new represent-
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ation , we will be able to define (Tf) for imaginary values
of 1< . As /< approaches the imaginary axis, Q-DO and
a-) o , so were it not for the branch line of 5(01) in the
integrand, we should be able to use an integral representation
along the imaginary axis to define the analytic continua-
tion of to all imaginary values of k . However, we
can now, in fact, show that the branch line singularity in
the integrand disappears when the integration path is along
the imaginary i axis, so that the analytic continuation of
4(W') to imaginary values of K can be defined. Also, the
bound state poles in (5J) for imaginary K values shall be
seen to arise from the pole sum terms analytically continued
to imaginary values of 1<
So for those complex values of K for which the contour
can be carried along the imaginary A axis, we have
(356) I=~,~ I~ A j i'::& /A [ j--
A /- F CmT- rr A
We now show that the apparent branch line may not exist
in the integrand of (356), allowing us to analytically con-
tinue 4(K<co) to imaginary values of 1< by means of the right
side of (356).
Observing in the integrand of (356) that A - is
an odd function of I , we have that only the odd part of
Qk) -/ contributes to the integral, since the
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range of integration is from
(357)
(358) '= ) c-I TI- t O
The odd part of (358) is
(359)
Substituting (73) into (359), we have
(360) A TT/ / ' 
-
and with
(119) 6L)=
along with the symmetry properties shown earlier
~/i~0
-y
Y , IT() -A //,) [5( K) 
- /I :z'I
't -r A S-( /,) "fi,
, ,, (-/-) L -.& 'A71 L
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(361) o' F( P
we have
(362) fi/
Therefore the integral in (356) reduces to
77~ 1 p 0 Iz ev 
L)
We see from (363) that the apparent branch line of Q<)
in the upper half 1< plane, that seemed to arise because of
, which is now missing in the above representation,
really isn't there, if we define o<c,) for imaginary values
of 1< to be given by the right side of (363). We therefore
must demand that the large / behavior of "("-) and /(//
be such that for K< pure imaginary the integral in (363)
converges uniformly.
Also, we note that the pole terms in (363) are due to
poles at points d)s) (/ so that from (351) we notice
that when 4F) is an integer, .fQ<,c9)' has a pole. We al-
ready know that SQ/) has poles for real A , only in the
upper half N plane for pure imaginary < . These poles
represent the bound states of
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In order to extend the domain of analyticity into the
second /C quadrant, we shall verify, for the physical region
,2f negative, and K real positive, where the partial wave
sum converges (see the discussion following (321) ,
(364)
This suggests that we use
(365) t) (Y
to define the analytic continuation of into the
whole out 5' plane, which maps into the upper half K plane.
To verify (364), we have
(366) 2AG'z / ' yf 4A <-_
Using the symmetry property (123), we have
(367) 2-A (~/4)
Also for real f
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(368) /9 2j)
so that
(369) - / [(
Indeed, (365) is verified allowing us to analytically
continue the scattering amplitude into the second K quadrant.
We now turn to the analyticity in I for fixed , real
positive K . To begin, we will use the Watson transform
in the form
(370) , -] / )
where C is again the contour in figure 4, enclosing
no singularities of * Within the physical region, (370)
is equivalent to (316). But if we tried to make the analytic
continuation to complex values of / by deforming (316),
we would ruin into convergence difficulties, as for ' com-
plex, and /< real, the analysis following (350) breaks
down.
In order to justify the Watson transform, we must as was
done previously, show that the contribution to the integrand
along )= gives zero as I- approaches infinity.
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Repeating the previous appraisal on the integrand for A 
in the physical region, - i - , or o z-$t'2 , and
since , we have as
(371)
Repeating the analysis as in (317) to (332), we get the
same appraisal as in (332), so that for real physical k
and It negative, the integrand in (370) approaches zero as
- Again, making appraisals on the integrand (370),
for A= /// , , 4 i we can show that the contour
can be deformed into the first and fourth quadrants of the
plane.
Explicitly, for the physical range of the variables, using
(371) and (234) for large i , we have
(372) -7
le~(is 1 -2 A c- I
So that for
(340)
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we can deform the contour. For small enough M , we have
previously seen how we can bring the deformation to within
a small angle c=f- of the imaginary axis. We cannot, for
real K make the deformation all the way to the imaginary
axis, since the WKB formula breaks down along T-, ,
and since 9)-T for j-i --9 -' , the representation
we are now using will not converge along the negative imag-
inary A axis. However, along a deformed contour making a
small angle J with the imaginary A axis, we shall be
able to use this representation to define the analytic con-
tinuation to complex )' . In the first I quadrant, we
would, in fact, encounter an infinite number of poles if we
were to try to deform the contour to the imaginary axis;
so we shall therefore make the analytic continuation to
complex values otf from the representation
(373) {/~9~ 1
where C" is the contour:
figure 8
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Keeping /< fixed, we move A out of the physical reg-
ion, and show that the integral representation (373) defines
an entire analytic function of 't , except on the cut
between to -= that arises f rom A-0 c-4).
Since the WKB formula holds for / real and E24,A</ ,
all we have to show is the uniform convergence of the integral
in (373), since the pole sum is finite. In appraising the inte-
grand in (373), we will, with (OThAA restrict ' by oxv-- 7T ,
and i,(- unrestricted, as this also provides a one to one map
of the co1d and 0 planes, which one can see from (326) to
(329). Appraising the integrand for large j , we have
(374)
A 1/ - I
AT,-, # TZ
Since o 7T , for a small angle , ( -- -
much more rapidly than /l , insuring the convergence of
the integral to an analytic function in the C-4:J& plane,
except for those points for which the integrand is singular.
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So since P -C2 ( has a branch line from ce&= / to Cod= c ,
we therefore have that K-) is analytic in the cd plane
cut from / to o' . And since Co , we see
that the out in the ; plane runs from -o to/f-oo . We
show however, that the discontinuity across the cut vanishes
from i/ o to : , due to the combined cancellations of
the integral and the sum terms, so that the cut actually runs
from f=/w- to e 0 .
To show that the discontinuity across the cut in the J
plane vanishes from /= o to 41 , we begin with the
representation (370)
5)/:-)-/ :
(370) A-'/
which is equal within the physical region to (316)
(316) <
c-n 17 A1
We have seen that (316) converges in a domain larger
than the physical region -I e- cr> / . From (332), we have
that (316) converges within the small Lehmann ellipse defin-
ed by
(317)
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Also
(235) '
so that from (317)
(376) // 2
And since
(328) '
we have convergence for
(377) z (+'
Therefore we see that A4<9 O
semi-major axis
defines an ellipse with
zo .- This is the small Lehmann
ellipse.
Also, (370) converges for Y /7lcn /. , and since the
discontinuity of
axis is
across the positive real -
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(378) )
we may for use (370) to get
(379) / Z
where the above follows since the contour now contains
no singularities. So we see that the cut really starts at
X:= or at ,f= /& , beyond which (370)
breaks down.
We can summarize the results of this section as follows:
(I) We have seen that the Watson-Sommerfeld transformation
could be used to analytically continue f(7Y2) from physical
values of 5 and t , to non-physical values of 5 and /
(II) For t fixed and negative, we made the analytic
continuation to K values in the first quadrant, by begin-
ning with the representation in (316). The analytic contin-
uation to 1< values in the second 1< quadrant was effected
by use of the symmetry (365).
(III) The apparent branch line in F for positive
imaginary (< was shown to really not occur from the repre-
sentation (363), allowing us to makd the analytic continuation
to imaginary values of (k , except for some isolated poles.
(IV) For real < , we made the analytic continuation to
complex , except for a branch cut from /=1w4 to ' , by
beginning with (370).
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Chapter 3 Behavior of $(=: 1,) for Large
5 and 6 , and Construction of the
Double Dispersion Relations for ( )
a) Pure BCM Case
The results of the preceding two chapters will now enable
us to construct double dispersion relations for the models.
First we will consider the pure BCM case. In order to write
a single dispersion relation for fd we need to know the
behavior of (k<) for (1</--o in the upper half k plane.
First we consider the behavior of as (<- along
the real axis.
For we can use the majorization
(30)
and for
(66)
So for <I V
we have found in (66) that
A/ 3 /
, where 1< and ' are real
(380) /9 0 W/
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and we therefore have
-~XH
7~ -4 ~
(KI TI:}
+Q0- A
Since (// 2 for / , and since
see that (382) is valid for
(383)
must be of the form /z(/</a , with Z ? ;
for (383) to hold.
Therefore f rom
(384) ( f P(
(382) we have
(k/
And since
,AJ 0,'
(381) / (<-r) (= 2( 0
(/<'I' /:o
(382) S//4</ J~
, we
so that
~00
1131
22)
(385)
,A1
L 1131J: /-/
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we have
(386)
(387) 4
~( TL
So we see that fQ0) is bounded by a linear divergence
in ((< ( , for real 1< -7 , with T' real and fixed. We
might ask if perhaps this bound is too weak since all we have
shown is that the divergence is at worst of the order of A
For large /< , however, we see from (55a) that
and for the hard core case a linear divergence of ( <,r) for
real le -+ a is explicitly known.
For (< in 'f; (the upper half plane), we have after using
(38) and (40)
?&(388) (t) -
For 1< large, since we have shown that there exists only
a finite number of bound state poles for real f , given by
the zeros of .. ),we see that for
large enough /,'
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C)
(389)
So from (388) and (389), we have for large (<(
(390) 2 /'
y 1 (._ <(2 A(
where A' bounds the effects of all the remaining terms
in Z . And by (68) /= , we have
(<
(391) (/, , 2'- f-) |2 ) (2 AkO
-1 - a /e/ ()j
So we see that in -7 , for large (/' , that /(0) grows
no worse than like a polynomial in /< .
The following theorem due to Phragman and Lindelof will
enable us to conclude from the fact that {&<Y - 0(11 , for
/ ealong the real axis L , that f(/4) -9 ?/80 for /-
in the upper half /< plane 'Z4 :
Let F(i) be an analytic function of q , regular
in the region I) between two straight lines making an angle
-;;, er
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1Plx at the origin, and on the lines themselves. Suppose
that ('*$< / on the lines, and that as )--? ,
where / - , uniformly in the angle. Then (JW( i through-
out /
Since j(K7') is analytic along the real K axis and
)-a (#) for (//- in T. , we can conclude that for
some constants d and C that in l
(392)
So applying the Phragman-Lindelof theorem to k-' k
where 7' is a polynomial in 1< of degree /w which vanishes
at the poles of %<T) , we can conclude since (/<e is
analytic in 3 that for{/+* in 41
/1</
(392a) (9 - for (/-)* in 27
So we see that we will need one subtraction in our dis-
persion relation for (T) in the K plane.
Our dispersion relation is valid for real T , but since
we've already shown the analyticity of -cv) in Chapter I,
for both la and ? complex, the uniqueness of analytic
continuation will enable us to extend the domain of validity
of the dispersion relations from real values of 'r to com-
plex values of T .
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Since is analytic in the upper half k plane
except for isolated singularities on the imaginary K axis,
and also I is 00 as /1{,,/ in 14+ , for fixed real
, we can, considering to be a function of 5- 9
and T' , write the dispersion relation for as a func-
tion of 5 for fixed real along the following contour:
figure 9
The dispersion relation with one subtraction is, with
the subtraction made at 57o , obtained by writing the
Cauchy formula around the contour in figure 9;
3-Z 2' (s'-S ~.xE2
2-7
(394)
r7->
o1
-: nj1A -)) i~ L
or more concisely
(393)
4 i5-1jP - " A/
(5 A. E
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(395) f5-1W) (F&1 -Z
5- - 7T ~~fQa' ~xE) .2 77- -
la c 0,5
(s-'m) - S' j
The following properties of js'?) will be of use later:
For 5' and T real
4k
'~?
So from (397), (1) and (23) we have the symmetry relation
which holds for /K and T
-
(- 14 -P) 7 -F M- (/-- T)
It follows that when ?i is real, 5~ is real
I (S-/- ) - i7 -1 -1j)
Also from (1), (23) and unitarity (122) for real K
5
(396)
(397)
real
(398)
(399)
(122)
-i
S((")
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we have for 1 real and 'I' complex
2-e'L / 5-(400)
/5 ({~~-7<~)
-~ \;~1L~/
Now for the little circles integrations in (395), the
/,6, is not needed, and
(401) -F (o''') A
5-1(15 -
)
since is analytic in the domain bounded by the
little circles (we assume no bound states at 5= o)
Also
(402)
I/ZCLi
~17(s~) /~' r/ re 7_A '
rt7 /
where the minus sign results from reversing the contour.
The residues in the 5 plane come from contributions along
the negative real axis, corresponding to the contributions
from the imaginary /< axis. So from (1), (7) and (402), for
the case of simple poles at k I
(403) -~~L
'3'
((13
~~~Z'/1 A
I (/,, 'r) -=
143
where / :
(404)
A-,
and /I /A is such that for
7L( t--0
4=
Doing the indicated differentiation in (403), we get
after simplification, with
(405)
{I 1: L
v%7 K
(406) *=
A
)7 (57~/O~ J4A Ta -
(407) 1gI-
/4
-/k6a 15=AI
74 L
5- 0
(T r,/
So the single dispersion relation is
(408) ~f1 ( 5 -) ob
(~! /~( 7=
(/1 ! fj/
A-
J)
A7i~~a
j(~'i9
rliww
A L I-)
cL ( 4
F (o
Iy4m% / 4 5-) j
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We now proceed to study the behavior of for
large ('P/ . Recall that for /< real, real, 'T
complex, we have
I<-
(400)
The behavior of the series is determined for large ('/,
fixed (< , by the terms in the series for large j , since
for real / , complex ' we have the asymptotic relation-
(sc)
ship for ((~o ,0
(409) /0
Also for / if we use the asymptotic expansions for
the spherical functions, we have from (55)
(410) S-K - Z- _LT1 J-0
From the behavior of 4) for 7/-9f , given in (409),
we have that up to a polynomial in T , the behavior of
for (T/ - & is the same as the function
(A1 Jz* ( (+/ -
SMEMMON
(411)
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Since the major term in (j is ( we see
that (a t) behaves as (1T-9 c6 like
(411a)
Using (61) and (62) for the double factorials, we have
after simplification
-j
06
~ 1V/~ dL ~ (-') __________(I (~IH)!
We can replace the sum (412) by the contour integral
( 1e2 a ,t
2- c. K A
where (/) is the Gamma function with the property
n 1 , for integer />1 , and C is the contour:
/9L~,PJ~
C
-I _______________________ figure 10
The only poles in the domain bounded by the contour are
those at the positive integers. We stay away from //: -t
since f(4/ ) has a pole there. Because of the Stirling's
(412)
(413)
] k A )! 2 -)!(-2z (
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approximation behavior of the Gamma function for large ,
we can close the contour so that the contour integral repre-
sentation is valid. The integrand is made single-valued by re-
stricting ourselves to /20 and to the first quadrant of the
T plane. The behavior in the other quadrants for
follow from the symmetry relations:
(414) (14
which are a consequence of (400) and A,
In order to determine the asymptotic behavior of ( T) ,
and therefore the asymptotic behavior of 3(/<' ) , as /?/- ,
we will use the saddle point method on (413).
Since the integrand is single-valued for 1 2 0 and o / r:67E,
and analytic for /Z t>-, except for poles at the positive
integers, we can deform the contour into the upper and lower
half planes away from the real axis. The main contributions to
the integral arise from large values of ( , for which the
Gamma functions can be replaced by Stirling's approximation
(415)
Also if [ ( is sufficiently large
(416)
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where the upper sign is for 0- '>0 , and the lower one
is for < . So using (415), (416) we get
(417) 1A(1 -r) -L: -
60 j
fJ/~
(418) -- L<a
/ (1h~) -J
2.
(1142]
2. .1-tI] -~ (~r-,~
k~A#) (244~2
AA r
C2&L/<1) (i (2
-~ -. (z ~ '9
')I
t )
where C, and
7'
C. are
- 1 2
-1h7 1,
the deformed contours:
A'L/JM~
figure 11
Simplifying
(419) Y (W<' ;i
-IT/
(418) we have
-. 
17 0-1- P4 ( a C+T)
r ) (r 7 )) A'I3
/0/1
6443
,/IL d
- c~~~r] ~
1.1/
(422) - - 7'- a -ir 3(~2zs7 ,3jAi
The saddle points of Ft are where 0 , which are
approximately at , since for large /T/ we can neglect -.!/j
31,-(423) /
(~:'~ /kA)
Evaluating the contributions from the saddle points, we
get for the asymptotic behavior of f(7') , and therefore also
of y( r)
(424)
--/-
ii (L ~<i-)
'IQ -Z
- F ' 0 - 2-
1,Z
b1
W~i]
From (422) and (423), we obtain
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(420)
C-
(421)
& L-
(Q~c1J/I
6(4 '19 -g-(A -- I3
C.-
-L - 6 3 
-,X R
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2 ~~(~Jcr)1 (s) Q T)
(425)
2 4 ) / 3(yT)
(426)
Also
(427) a~ (A~
with the result that
7 - -
(428)
Similarly
10t) (-A) liT
so that combining the above results we have for
ed real 2 o
/ kJ 1 < 6 . .(430)
~6-2a- (At~1~)
-9-
(,u~ 7//b
(-, -
.IQ
-uT ai (, /y
(429)
fix-
"L
a I /L- (-,x xT) //V
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We can also show that the asymptotic expression (430)
for () is also a bound on ) This is shown in
Appendix D.
Also from the symmetry relation (414), it follows that
(430) holds not only for oAA'. 7- but for --rr' Xv& T 17 .
Now in the upper half '7 plane which maps into the en-
tire T' plane, the second term in the bracket of (430)
dominates. So considering ] to be a function of T
and A=T' ,we have that
(431) (- (sQ
is analytic in the 6 plane cut from 0 to o
( o --A ' 'g T ), and 0 (6 as (.
We write the dispersion relation for (J on the contour
in the 3 plane below:
4-
2(432) 1 'g) -I L 17-
where .Z- d 4 o
T
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The contributions of the 6 and
and /Z ) * So using (431), we have
(433) (5)
r7/- /
A vanish as - -
~ 1x9)jj1
We also have the symmetry property 7(Y 6)/= j.
This follows from (400) since the 6 behavior arises from
/ which is a polynomial in 0 . We also show that
the asymptotic form for 1 (54) (430) also obeys this symmetry
relation:
(434) e5> IQ 6L r7- 7'7/
17-/ ////s
_--------------
Since we see j
Therefore (433) becomes
60
(436) 19
- ~ ~ e (51Z q ( 5A) A
/1','
(5,4.) wb /
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And by (399) 1(s6) =f-fsd') , for ' real, we have
1/ , /y(4 7)fo ,9 44L P6  -7;'~
So combining (437) and (408), we finally have for the
pure BCM case:
(438) ' s
where J- 6 , and are given by (406) and
(407).
We notice that this double dispersion relation differs
from the usual kind due to the exponential factors which are
required to remove the essential singularity at /4/-* , and
by the fact that the integral in 5" is understood as a limit.
Interchange of the order of integration is not allowed due to
the non-uniformity of the asymptotic behavior in LI for
V -) .o . We recall that the above results (430), for the
large momentum transfer behavior, wag derived for fixed K
large T . For /< growing with T , the result (430)
is not valid Lsee discussion following (400)]
The results of this section can be summarized as follows:
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(I) The asymptotic behavior of the scattering amplitude
for large energy and momentum transfer has been investigat-
ed. For large /< in the upper half K plane, we have
seen in (392a) that a linear divergence results. For large
momentum transfers, we have seen in (430) that an essential
singularity results.
(II) The analyticity properties and above asymptotic be-
havior of the scattering amplitude have led us to construct
the double dispersion relation (438) for the model,
b) BCM plus External Superposition of Yukawa Case
We now derive the double dispersion relation for the case
of the superposition of Yukawa potentials outside of the bound-
ary radius. We shall see that since the analytic properties of
,are similar to , except for an extra
branch line in A from -A to - ' . This is due to the
fact that S((e -) / much less rapidly in the BCM plus Yukawa
potentials case causing the partial wave expansion to converge
only in the small Lehmann ellipse, while T ->I / much more
rapidly in the pure BCM case, causing the partial wave expan-
sion to converge for all Az T . Also, since the large 5-
and A behaviors of the two models will be seen to be
similar, the dispersion relations will be similar.
As before, we first consider the behavior of I'Uk-) as
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f/ 9 ** ' along the real K axis. For f ( , where
is some large number and K is fixed such that
and where C is some constant, we have from (234)
-9) 0(A
,2 L0 VL/-
For
for real
we can use the majorization which follows
< and from unitarity (122)
(439) ez
So from (1)
(2 =
we have for < with (<
(440) ({K''9=<>
and T real so that
(JL
(234) Q)
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Also since (( - and /(/ z C11 , we have
(-P / - (k( C
L
so that
Therefore
must be of the form C
. i,', -(
1C ~ Ci
'f=i j=
-~ £ _______
(443) So /<T) for (//4 and K real,
with T fixed and real.
Again we might worry whether the bound on [ T) is too
weak. However, from (264) for real / , we see that
(264) Y- (/,) 
-, -
5~ (/~) 4c"1 ~
A linear divergence in K , we've seen, is explicitly
known in the pure BCM case. For large K ,fixed 'r
where the partial wave sum is uniformly convergent, we can
interchange the order of limit and sum to obtain
(441)
C
(442) (f0 r
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(444)
Z> 1h 0
So we see that a linear divergence in /< follows for
the BCM plus Yukawa case. Also, from the discussion following
(262), we have that the behavior of 5 <-M is the same as
as /#-9.v in .74 , so that we again have from
the Phragman-Lindelof theorem that
(445) ( '44 - ()(1<1) in Z,
Analagous to (408), the dispersion relation that follows
when -F is considered a function of 5zk' is
(446) F -/ (syr<)7 ~7L~ ,06L( 7~72A15
The pole terms are again given by the residues of the
little circle integrals in figure 9, and for V given
by (173), since they are simple, they contribute a sum of the
form
where /<'an /f ) i fo-A
where F(757 and 1<L is such that for k< iK1<k4
'Ale le-)oo 2A(<
A (< AD
J5 1
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(447a) / > 2fk 2
Note that (446) has been proved for real I . But
since the right side of (446) defines an analytic function
of 5 and A in the topological product of the cut 5
and 1 planes, we can analytically continue fs 9 , by
means of the right side of (446). Recall that when we used
the Regge techniques to obtain the analytic properties of
(T, O=) , we proved analyticity in - for fixed real
A , and analyticity in A , for fixed real Y . The
dispersion relation (446) allows us to analytically continue
(5 ) into the topological product of the two complex
planes.
Finally, we turn to the study of J T) for large ' .
Recall that for k real, / real, 'P complex, -<,7T)
is given by (400)
(400) (<
The large ('/ behavior for fixed real K cannot how-
ever be gotten from the right side of (400), as was done in
the pure BCM case, since for the pure BCM case we have that
()-{(_ is given by (410), while for the BCM plus Yukawa
case, ( 50 Ue-) is obtained from (234).
Since the Yukawa term dominates the large / behavior
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of 5( in the BCM plus Yukawa case, for large i'l we
will be outside the Lehmann ellipse, so that the right side
of (400) won't converge. However, if we replace the right
side of (400) by a contour integral, and deform the contour
to that in figure 8, we will again have uniform convergence
in the c-,o= I- plane, except on the out fron c = to o,
since the inequalities in (374) and (375) still hold when
5-) - I is replaced by {Q J// . With the contour integ-
ral representation for <(7<' , we can then extract the
large (/ behavior.
For fixed k the large ('T/ behavior is governed by
the large A behavior of the integrand. From (234), we have
for large A , fixed 1 ,
(448) 5Y-u,,-4 ( 
The large CT/ behavior of the scattering amplitude in
the pure Yukawa case is well known to yield a /T/ behavior.
This results from the fact that the contour can be deformed
to the imaginary A axis in this case, since the behavior
of 5/ e , , given in (210), allows the Watson transform
to be deformed to the imaginary axis,, where the large PT! be-
havior can be extracted from a leading Regge pole. In the pure
BCM case, our inability to deform the contour to the imaginary
A axis, for real < , has caused the large ('l behav-
ior of the scattering amplitude to have an essential singul-
mom
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arity. From (448), it follows that for large /T/ , /< real
fixed
(449)
)26 1)3 c -+ "
except on the out which was previously shown to run on
= - - -f from 4 =-
Constructing a (54)
to -
as in (431), and writing the
dispersion relation on the contour in the
for - :
I-
A plane below
A
we get for the double dispersion relation, using (446)
(450) 95)
7rA /
-44l
q---> 06
7
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The usefulness of the dispersion relations (438) and
(450) rests with the fact that unitarity, combined with (438)
or (450), implies an integral equation that can be solved
for , thereby replacing the Schroedinger equation.
The unitarity condition takes the form
(451) f(F
where IT
According to (399), for T real, k real
(399)/
so that the unitarity condition can be rewritten for
(452) -
The unitarity condition has physical significance only
for real values of /< and ./ -c) -' / . However, for real
both sides of (452) are analytic functions of m- ,
so that (452) remains valid by analytic continuation.
So if we replace -(7<,?) given by either (438) or (450)
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in the right side of (452), we get with (399), an integral
equation for 25 f&0. However, the iterative solution prop-
osed by Mandelstam, and applied to the ease of a superposition
of Yukawa potentials cannot be employed here, since we lack
the freedom of interchanging the orders of integration, and
more important, due to the fact that the weight function now
differs from zero in the entire first quadrant of the (5A)
plane.
We can summarize the results of this section as follows:
(I) The asymptotic behavior of the scattering amplitude in
the BCM plus Yukawa case, for large energy and momentum trans-
fer has been investigated. For large K in the upper half
1< plane, we have in (445) that a linear divergence results.
For large momentum transfers, we have seen in (449) that an
essential singularity results.
(II) The analyticity properties and above behavior for the
scattering amplitude have led us to construct the double
dispersion relation (450) for the model.
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Remarks and Suggestions
We conclude with some comments and suggestions for fur-
ther study.
First we remark that the double dispersion relations for
the BCM differ from that conjectured by Mandelstam, for field
theory, and proved by Goldberger et. al. for the case of a
superposition of Yukawa potentials. This leads us to conjecture
that if the BCM is a valid phenomenological replacement for a
field theoretical treatment of scattering phenomena, then the
double dispersion relation for the scattering amplitude in
field theory should look more like that of the BCM than that
of the Mandelstam representation.
Furthermore we might ask the following questions pertaining
to our results:
(I) What is the relationship between causality and the form
of double dispersion relations that we've derived? This seems
pertinent since the historical development of dispersion rel-
ations is closely linked to causality arguments. In the BCM
model, strict causality is violated, as information is allowed
to propagate through the core region with infinite velocity.
For a cutoff potential, as in the BCM, an essential singularity
also results in momentum transfer. Since the Schroedinger
equation is not causal in the sense that the velocity c does
not appear, the connection between causality and the double
dispersion relations remains an open question.
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(2) Is an essential singularity in momentum transfer in
any way connected to the number of subtractions necessary
for the single dispersion relation in energy? In the non-
relativistic theory, any restriction that the number of sub-
tractions in one of the variables imposes on the other var-
iable remains an open question.
(3) Does the type of double dispersion relation that exists
for the BCM imply an upper bound for the total and differen-
tial cross sections? For the Mandelstam type of double dis-
(*' 7)
persion relation, Froissart has shown that bounds do follow.
Also, Martin has obtained a stronger bound on the differential
cross section with even weaker assumptions than those of
Froissart. The bounds implicit in the double dispersion rel-
ation of the BCM type remain an open question.
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APPENDIX A
Here we examine equation (/)),
for the spherical functions in the
using the expansions valid
region f 7 L3
(1a)
(2a) /(A)
-s A~
~ i~
-j
So (54) becomes
-5
(3a)
(4a)
(5a)
f-jl.
(; 0-
orE
(~f~~M1 OLK;(2 P/f-
(113
'(/6
ApV:i-
For an fu((
(54) in the region
bhat is unequal to -
/< 6 I , with 2 ( {(
(Wt) . We next examine
, where the spherical
functions in (54)
expansions
(6a)
(7a)
may be replaced by the Debye asymptotic
C'K:
T9
(8a ) 2I"4 (+(x A-4
IQ
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(9a) 7- (/3}
(13)
Now for (54), we have
0) 13 vy < J ,(/-- /Al
For /31 , we have M . .f, and el L= Also xl , so that
(10a) becomes, with the above expansions, valid for / /3
(11a) 1'
z2
Also 43)
Also, since for a
2 Q~
-' __
we see that for {34 Pj , (66) then follows.
2-
(12a)
(10a) 9& t
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APPENDIX B
We verify the
given in (282) to
We begin with
explicit forms for , /3 , C , and )
(285).
(273) and (280) to obtain
- .7 1 -AL;A - >47 f /
So with (271) we have
3/4 It,.f -.A-l
(2b)
Using the boundary condition p ~itA) we have
(4b) 1P
I 1 IL (C,)
(Dv J
Solving (3b) and (4b) yields
(282)
(283) ]
/3 &- ,-
(1b) p K/) = A 1
(to,
16?
Similarly, using (282) instead of (280), we get the forms
(284) and (285).
We next show that the results (288) and (289) follow from
monotonically decreasing on PL and monotonically in-
creasing on .
We begin with
(5b) J1> (f-AI) iL
Now if i is monotonically decreasing on
(6b)'
So on /7
(7b) Sia Y rl o
Similarly on ,
- ):- (SP Yb
And if is monotonically increasing on / , then
(8b) ~T,,(Y-f
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Page 168 is a blank page.
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2(9b) - 4 '
We now must evaluate the difference .II/- f.0' . In order
to do so, we digress to develop some inequalities that will
be useful for this determination. Given any two complex numbers
a and b, we have from the law of cosines
LI 4,26 cZ
k
The minimum of the right side for variable b, fixed a
and 6 , falls on (fr((oo<cri , and upon substituting this
into (10b), we have
(11b) -~ (c~/ii~iJ /
Reversing the roles of a and b, we have
(12b) /k PIkA-n!
We now apply (11b) and (12b) to k - o V , where o(
is a real number between 0 and 1. From (11b) and (12b), we
have
(10b) / : , ,(- -Z 2 ( c{ 61
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(13b)
(14b) ("
We consider now
(15b)
Putting ct=-/ in (11b), we have
z:
Now if we let
(17b) :
(18b) 6: J( )- k /, j 17 ( t t- A I I § ~ /
where /01 bounds p' ON . (18b) will presently be of use to
us. From (272)
I/L (
(16b) /J 4 12
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/~o6
(272)
so since
(19b)
j~.(20b) (/l/-
- (<~A'.VO)
64'
- *~- ( VC)
-f ty f> ( -Ly
and using
(21b)
(13b), we have
- 2-
I-'
V&~~ &3
(1< ~
The integration in fl can be carried along a ray 4/6 J) col7i4.
constant. If a small sector around 7: is excluded, or if
(22b) h7
we have
(23b) if /6
Also if~
! 4,2(
'L I.
K J)
is large, we have from (18b)
A q1
if A/26<Ljj > ~
ID (/1 1 )rL I /[167 () V -
Y(N) - 5,(n
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(24b) /)
so that (()- ( is negligible in comparison with 2-/
This means that
(25b) / (Csq V
where is an angle slightly smaller than /,>1 , and
~
(26b) V(~ '}
(/~ 
Now if were chosen as a in (11b) and (12b),
of kL , we would have obtained
(27b)0o
instead
(k V~~'( is'
(A
So with (26b) and (27b) in (7b) and (9b), we see that (288)
and (289) follow.
We next discuss the permissible [ and paths. For this
purpose, two criteria must. and T must be traced in the
analyticity domain of V(p) . Also on ( , & is monotonically
decreasing, while on , j 5. is monotonically increasing.
From (267), we have
1- "/ - (j)( 4
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(267) j-
Also for 16 defined on 1 , the positive sign for the
square root is taken for lh({z'/; , while on FL the negative sign
is taken for ole 7 . Now if real (.Qo, then and
can both be traced in the analyticity domain of for /
of the form (70).
For real 'T :> ,we have
142 6-A(28b) on 4126
4- 19 iCfl(29b) on
so that since
(30b) 1rT -
(31b)
then in order to satisfy (30b) and the monotonic behavior
of -I f on I and f , we have
'A IZ6- /I q
Xi26: -'I
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(32b) TZ& G < tt2-
This is region B in Figure 3 below. Similarly, for
(33b) -d Are r
and are permissible for
(34b) - t< z
This is region C in Figure 3 below. If real 7<0, we
are either in region A or D where we cannot at the same time
define high and low paths, so that the previous analysis is
useless. In APPENDIX C however, bounds are put on the behavior
of /4) in these regions.
AtzG
Figure 3
ARr'6
-T7
,4e& -0 :2-
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'We now can also see that JA I is bounded above on and
- .,. is bounded below on * For instance, on ' from
(9b) and (289)
C
U<A/
If - f. is monotonically increasing on , then if -T,
has a lower bound, so will & * Now since 11 ranges from
1/a/l= 0 to (/= co on , we see from (267) that there a lower
bound on f. as J) o
We can now also show that the WKB formula for large and
/< is
(36b)
In APPENDIX C, we shall justify for large 1( and
_IAf-0)0 ()Y
(308)
We now can show that
A
(7 L O,'~ '<~~/$21 -f 112(p7YA
From (272) and (26b), we have
(37b)
(35b)
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(38b)
And with
(39b) I
-; 2 /'-
1() , we have
o6 O~
06
£12649 ;J) 
I
-2 /
So for large , we have from (300)
(308)
00
L -~2A11
p1(i 'i is/
A
~LA} ~ kAAJ
- 1*<t ,
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APPENDIX
Here we discuss
(305)
equation (305), and we shall show
-a 7A r P -A o65)
j-(-?V e14
We begin by looking at
I-f (J) ) - /2(,17 ] 
(1o)
L + / ~) fp/t|le ) y ) /
(282) / _ _-
Now since
(272) s$
(267)
So as -*306,
(2c)
/7
- ~/. /A~ (\ ~4~\ -~: &o~Q~,YL
we have
And if and are bounded in as ((- , we have
from (1c), (2c) and (282)
/0/ (A)
p (C)
>-
(OL} r0 Z 6(n 
1
\~ ,
-^ / ,, L< -A f~ A ~- (I A12( 2 - jT
Ap 
00
/ Tq
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(30) A I l
/ 4 L 2- ) ,FL 9
-9
+ 5io[.9)~'~~~
(4.c)
Next, we look at S, 07T r(s> ~
Using the bound (292), we have
g14L
(50)
(294)
(277)
fI
H1 i
11(L 00
And by (290) and
lAiny
77)
(291) bounds
-tT j
A [ 
-
-'-
and (Ic " -
Using for /" , C" , /" , the respective forms (283) to (285)
we find as above for { -7 *
~,9j7dA]
(y
:2 , -ftj (",-)
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of 9- 2-
Therefore, we have for (305)
&/A.
+ L fi
We now show that for large 1< 9
that for 1< and A
(8c) L
/df L and
large,
O[ t , O(P
(A
F
(275) 3
Now since are taken along paths that avoid the
turning point where f , and since
(265) - by
we see that since V(1) and 4(v are bounded along C
L
then as o6~--,~ since (JI cYA 6(A /(J I/
(6c) (4 -
/'/ < / , so
A3/2
/77$
(70)
)Vy'( 277 ) /A F
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we see that as k -'-)_
(9c) /r --- 7 j4
- 0(f
To complete the discussion off , we examine the
regions A and D. (see Figure 3)
In these regions , we shall be able to put bounds on
Region A corresponds to 2< /N"e< r, where there are only
low paths. Here the upper bound is obtained by use of (312)
and (313). Combining with (301) and (302), we have
(302) L( 2,
-F f
~ 1~4 6.~J
(/~)
On a low path, it is shown that
(11c) Minimum 'f ? I '
So with (11e), we have
72J- ~ p
17) [ "I''] -f (" 1/0(100) 1/,
1(?,/ '(o JV:::7 /3 it(313)4
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(12c) -
2-,,T
311 (~'Y /+'11f 4 /i7(~//~) A 9
(7h 2 f7A/lk
Also, since
IL4L
(50)
and since
and Z
M04 bounds the first term on the right of
, we have for large and k
A i? ,26 77
(13c)
So since
(14c)
it follows that
(15c)
where 7 6
For J-, A o
for large and
I 9 Y
and :-t , 4fT
(region D), and s 'T where we have only
a high path, we can use unitarity (122) with (150) to obtain
[ 0 /Af1.
/ C ( k/() -, (i ( A 1/-
:T - (.f 1) (f 1) /1 / /
12 1
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(16e) ( s(,\)! OJ[i - L [
We show lastly that for (/- with J and k within the
domain of validity of the WKB approximation (Figure 3), that
Using (278) and (279) with (292) and (293), we have
SIrr1 [,I Y P AiSe D&Tr/y L (I
(17c)
q 00
I 
,[0 d ' /(\ 
jA (1(/VK9.
We shall look at the behavior of (170) and (18c) for fixed
rt and -' ; also for A and 11 of the same order with
so , in order to see whether /(A): fAgt6P)uniformly
inj\
First, for fixed P
fixed /) and /A/ 00
and ( *
(see (2c)
, using the fact that for
LA
+1 VL 2
/0 (4 Aq/
1/\/->-o
(19A) fs(-3
(20c) , /M
183
(21c) (A~ -~
we have
(22c)
and since
for /X-9 0 , we
(~i (TL
by (6c),
therefore
and also
hA
have
0 yL
(230)4
(82) Now / , (A I/-\) -~ A )) f -/L- (/'< A) -- /3 )) /, (t4A-,I
with A
/> and /A ,
functions yield
and 15 given by (89) and (90).
the asymptotic expansions for the
For fixed
spherical
(At//)
(23c)
For /) growing like , since
(24c) ( 7=
(rol
'4. (An k A
/j\) (A) = of ,Ir
and us ing J .(1<) = -
we have from (82), (89), (90) and the spherical function
expansions
(250)
Now for /4(A,^ A) by
(170) along with , for
the WKB approximation, we have from
that
(270) ,^ (A k (e A n)
So we conclude
(28e) M P / /)
that uniformly in
/L4(~ ( ~'V
184
~7 (k /1
~, -9-
Of
(26c) -~,k (~f~1A
0
A(7?~JJ
-rj
2
0 /IA1)
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APPENDIX D
Here we show that the asymptotic expression for
also a bound on )j(Io.
We begin with
#41< g
Now for J>a/ , ? 0
(67) / j-// 1- M2 IV
Also, according to Picone's
(z)(1d) ______
'I!
, we have from
inequality
(
(2d)
Using (400),9
for the factorials,
(3d) (/<'
(67), (2d) with stirling's approximation
we find for fixed {/ '/
a t (rr
H)' >'i1</
(g o~)
(L) is
(400) IgK
//2
_T(~~
(67)
'/ ) Ve* (
-7 4 (2-() 
)
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-
V
_s2
/KrZ9
(0 ,_ (-r k' r/ W*
*~
1
7( -~ V Q2~- ~')~
and since L -- rr ,the above is
4 2~ A-'
(T V1''
Note that (5d) confirms (430).
(4d)
K {1~4-
L--- 1/
(5d) T 1A 
j2-
-- -( -C - - o
C"L. (-r
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